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Politicians and their advisers claim to know so much
nowadays. For example, they seem to know, for decades ahead:
• the precise relationship between atmospheric concentrations
of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and climatic conditions, at
global and local scales;
• the extent of positive and negative climatological feedback
loops and where the tipping points lie;
• the impacts of non-anthropogenic climatological forces, such
as solar and volcanic activity;
• how our economies will progress (including, presumably, the
course of events, both human and natural, that will influence
that progress);
• the quantities and costs of our resources;
• what every energy-production, energy-storage, energytransmission and energy-consumption technology will cost
and contribute;
• what the contribution will be of technologies not yet invented
and resources not yet discovered;
• how the preferences and ways of life of people around the
world will develop;
• the profile of the optimum balance in each year between
mitigating the risk of harm from climate change through the
11
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•
•
•
•

•

constraint of emissions of GHGs, and adapting to reduce the
impact of any such harm;
how much each country should contribute to the mitigation
profile;
the share within the mitigation profile of emissions from the
use of energy for heat, transport and electricity;
for each of those uses, the cost and contribution of each
technology;
how the mitigation profile can most fairly be shared between
each industrial and commercial sector (and, in many cases,
each site or operator), homes and personal transport, and the
public sector;
and very many other things, in the environmental field and in
every other walk of life.

Certainly, the public pronouncements of politicians and the
detailed central planning and regulations that they propose seem
predicated upon the belief that politicians, their advisers and
their regulators have limitless knowledge about the science and
economics of climate change, energy use and the environment.
Or perhaps the political class does not have such knowledge,
but nevertheless the precautionary principle demands that some
thing must be done. That is the asymmetric precautionary principle,
which demands precaution against the risk that today’s freedoms
may harm future generations more than they benefit present
generations, but opposes precaution against the risk that today’s
constraints may harm present generations more than they benefit
future generations.
Mechanisms that allow the market to discover the most efficient balance of mitigation and adaptation – and the most efficient
12
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ways of achieving that balance – fall foul of this principle. We
cannot have the flexibility and impartial apportionment of price
rationing. We must have the inflexibility and managed apportionment of state rationing – caps, plans, allocations and (to make it
look a little less socialist) a legitimised black market for the excess
scraps from the allocations. And this approach to carbon pricing
is backed up by a regime of detailed regulation and special taxes
and subsidies, not just in relation to energy generation but in
relation to a whole range of economic activities.
State rationing needs firm numbers. The uncertainty may be
vast and the permutations of all the unknown variables imposs
ibly complex, but we can provide the necessary figures by applying
statistical techniques to sets of tenuous assumptions. The probability of future developments conforming with these assumptions may be negligible, but (having rejected a genuine market
approach) there is no option to do without assumptions, and
any other set of assumptions will be equally improbable. In a few
steps, we convert uncertainty into certainty and dictate that our
critics must do the same.
Thanks to this certainty, there is no need or space for entrepreneurs in the traditional sense – that is, those who discover new
information in the economic process. Governments have worked
out the reasonable costs and expected volumes of each technology
(or good), and how much each sector of industry and society will
contribute (or require), so there is no need for innovation nor
opportunity for the unconventional. The job of business is to
deliver as cheaply as possible what governments have specified.
Without rewards for innovation – for betting against the crowd
and winning – the economy coalesces around large businesses
with low financial costs, high volumes and low margins delivering
13
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foreword

what governments have ensured will be the most financially viable
(though not necessarily the most economic) solutions.
We do not need to nationalise or regulate to have a centrally
planned economy. We can do it just as effectively with incentives.
The successful ‘entrepreneur’ is no longer someone who innovates
to provide, more efficiently than the competition, the goods that
people want, but someone who has persuaded government to
back his version of the future.
According to Bertrand Russell, ‘the whole problem with the
world is that fools and fanatics are always so certain of themselves,
but wiser people so full of doubts’. Unfortunately, we expect our
politicians to have all the answers, and our politicians expect
likewise from their advisers. So we get the policies we deserve,
prescribed by fools and fanatics. Fortunately, there are still a few
wise people engaged in the policy debate, and the views of several
of them are collected here. Their caution against policy activism in
the area of climate change urgently needs to be considered by all
those involved in this area.
In the wake of James Hansen’s recent call for senior oilcompany executives to be prosecuted for ‘high crimes against
humanity and nature’, there is more need than ever for an
exploration of the case for reasonable doubt and of the policy
prescriptions that flow from acknowledging that doubt.1
bruno prior
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1 CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE MARKET
ECONOMY: INTRODUCTION
Colin Robinson

In The Affluent Society (1958: ch. 2), John Kenneth Galbraith
coined the term ‘conventional wisdom’, which he described as
‘the name for the ideas which are esteemed at any time for their
acceptability’. Galbraith went on to point out that, since exposition of the conventional wisdom ‘has the approval of those to
whom it is addressed’, it is always in great demand and ‘it follows
that a very large part of our social comment – and nearly all that is
well regarded – is devoted at any time to articulating the conventional wisdom’. The conventional wisdom is regarded as ‘more or
less identical with sound scholarship’ and ‘its position is virtually
impregnable’.
Whatever one’s view of Galbraith’s work, his notion of the
conventional wisdom – ideas notable not for their intellectual
content but because they have become acceptable and are what
people want to hear – is a powerful one when considering views
about climate change. The prevailing view that damaging climate
change is in progress and will become worse in the future is
perhaps the prime example of the conventional wisdom of the
early 21st century. Clearly it is an idea which, in Galbraith’s words,
is ‘esteemed for its acceptability’: it is what many people want to
hear and so has the approval of those to whom it is addressed.
Its exponents are regarded as sound scholars. Leaders of the
movement (for such it is) assure their followers and anyone who
19
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will listen that ‘the science is settled’. Those leaders are indeed so
settled in their own beliefs that, in an echo of earlier times, as Sir
Alan Peacock explains in Chapter 6 of this volume, they have in
recent years tried to silence counter-views and suppress dissent:
the only debate they want is about choice among the different
forms of the centralised action they believe is required to deal with
the problems they foresee.
As always, the conventional wisdom is spread, and its preeminence is maintained, by ‘intellectuals’, most of whom, as
Hayek (1949) pointed out, are essentially ‘second hand dealers
in ideas’ rather than original thinkers. Prominent among today’s
second-hand dealers are the numerous members of the media who
provide comment on contemporary issues, who can generally be
relied on to support the conventional wisdom. Almost all of them
appear to embrace the view that immediate and drastic government action is required to offset damaging climate change. Their
general line is that it is obvious that damaging climate change
is under way and that it is the duty of people (generally other
people) to change their lifestyles, particularly away from activities once thought liberating but now regarded as damaging, such
as air and motor vehicle travel. The media tend to support the
leaders of the movement, treating the arguments of the relatively
few dissenters as though they had little substance. The activities of the media therefore reinforce the position of this piece of
conventional wisdom, rendering it, in Galbraith’s phrase, ‘virtually impregnable’.
But does the damaging climate change hypothesis have the
other characteristic implied by Galbraith’s analysis of the conventional wisdom? Is it no more than the repetition of ideas that
people want to hear and essentially empty of intellectual content?
20
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Or could it be more soundly based and able to cope with changing
economic and scientific ideas?
In this monograph six economists write about the damaging
climate change hypothesis. They are concerned not to produce
yet more models of prospective climate change and its effects
but to place the hypothesis in historical context and to consider
whether or not its exponents have made their case that urgent,
large-scale, centralised action is required to save the world from
damaging change in the future. All are sceptical of the case but
all are concerned to avoid what they regard as the intolerance of
their opponents: they are careful not to go to the other extreme
of denying that there is or can be a climate change ‘problem’. The
world’s climate is constantly changing and there are circumstances
in which change might become damaging. But they point out some
of the lessons of history, they highlight the limitations of government and international action, and they remind their readers of
the adaptive capacity of market-based economic systems. One of
their principal concerns is that large-scale centralised action to
combat the supposed ‘threat’ of global climate change is likely to
be misdirected and could itself become a threat to freedom and to
prosperity.
One of the themes is that the climate change movement has
religious overtones which lead to intolerance and could, through
inducing drastic centralised action, bring about restrictions on
freedom. Sir Alan Peacock, in Chapter 6, for example, argues that
the movement has the essential characteristics of a religion with
its own prophets, its own sins against the environmental order
and the possibility of atonement to provide salvation from those
sins. The public statements of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), he says, ‘. . . bear comparison with those
21
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of the prophets of old’; ‘heretics’ are identified and attempts are
made to restrict their entry into the relevant professional debates;
and there is only one route to salvation which must be taught
in schools. Colin Robinson, in Chapter 3, also points to some
of the religious aspects of the climate change movement, which
he places in the context of apocalyptic predictions that foresee
dreadful events, attribute them to sinful behaviour and then
propose means of atonement. Russell Lewis, in Chapter 2, believes
that environmentalism has turned into ‘a kind of fundamentalist
religion’ which is a matter of faith and ‘. . . cannot be moved by
argument or factual evidence’. He calls for a ‘mood of honest
scientific enquiry’.
Another theme is the need to have some historical perspective
when assessing predictions of doom arising from damaging
climate change. Russell Lewis provides numerous examples of
‘global alarmism’, going back to biblical times, resulting in predictions that have proved to be incorrect. Colin Robinson argues that
apocalyptic forecasts belong to a class of prediction which emerges
periodically as a consequence of uncertainty: it is easier to foresee
problems, particularly those of the global variety, than solutions
to those problems. There is a tendency to look to centralised
action to deal with such issues, neglecting the revealed problems
of central planning and the problem-solving capacities of markets
which (as the history of events such as the ‘energy crises’ foreseen
in the 1970s suggests) are powerful means of solving incipient
problems.
As to the approach taken by governments, in Chapter 4
David Henderson argues that governments across the world are
mishandling climate change issues. In part, this is a matter of
the policies adopted to curb ‘greenhouse gas’ emissions. These
22
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too often take the form of costly regulation, rather than a general
price-based incentive such as a carbon tax. More fundamentally, there is good reason to question the basis and rationale of
policy. Too much trust is placed in the elaborate advisory process
that governments have created, which finds its chief expression
in the work of the IPCC. From the outset that process has been
controlled by departments and agencies committed to the view
that anthropogenic global warming is a serious threat. It has therefore been subject to a chronic bias that is shared by many outside
commentators. In relation to climate change, there is a clear need
to build up a sounder basis for reviewing the issues. Governments
should ensure that they and their citizens are more fully and more
objectively informed and advised.
Julian Morris, in Chapter 7, argues that the science of climate
change is far from settled and that, though mild warming is a
plausible outcome, it is reasonable to expect that new technologies
will in the next fifty years result in ‘dramatic reductions in greenhouse gas emissions as well as cost savings’. In his view, government attempts to reduce emissions drastically are likely to slow
rates of economic growth, thus inflicting harm and reducing the
capacity to adapt, particularly in low-income countries. He regards
adaptation as the best strategy if there is a gradual warming trend
and urges governments to remove barriers to adaptation, such as
taxes and regulations, so that entrepreneurs can identify market
niches and seek to fill them.
A very significant issue in climate change models is the rate of
discount. These models usually look ahead many years (indeed,
over two centuries in the case of the Stern Review) and they
require a means of trading off present and future consumption
levels. The rate of discount used in this trade-off is one of the major
23
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determinants of the results of the models. Sir Ian Byatt considers
this issue in Chapter 5. It is sometimes assumed that very low rates
of discount should be used out of concern for future generations,
but Sir Ian argues it would be a major mistake ‘to adopt such a low
rate of discount that would put too many of our eggs into dealing
with the future, leaving us impoverished today’. His contention
is that using below-market, ‘ethical’ interest rates for projects
designed to combat climate change would lead to severe dualdiscounting problems and would result in extensive government
intervention, blunting market incentives and producing unintended consequences. Like Sir Alan Peacock, he is concerned not
only about the adverse impacts on living standards but the effect
on freedom.
There is some agreement among the authors that, though
drastic centralised action should be avoided, there is a case for
making provision against the possibility of future damage from
climate change. Both David Henderson and Ian Byatt favour the
use of carbon taxes. Julian Morris thinks removal of barriers to
adaptation is the principal appropriate policy response, though
he sees virtue in a low rate of carbon tax as a means of promoting
adjustment, perhaps using the proceeds to supplement private
sector investment in research into geo-engineering in case ‘more
catastrophic warming’ occurs. Colin Robinson argues that, to
avoid overuse of the environment, there might appear to be a
case for using ‘market instruments’ to set a price for carbon.
He is doubtful about their use at present, however (because of
likely government failure), and argues that successful adaptation
through the market is likely, as it discovers means of avoiding
adverse climate change and of adjusting to any effects that still
occur.
24
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In general, the authors of this volume take a far more sceptical view than is usual of the hypothesis that drastic action to
combat severe climate change can be justified. They are far from
being ‘climate change deniers’, but they are aware of the damage
done by doom-mongering in the past, they perceive serious flaws
in the processes that have led to consensus climate change forecasts and in the models that underlie those forecasts, and they
see many scientific and economic uncertainties that justify their
scepticism. Moreover, they are wary of the centralised action
being urged by the climate change movement, which would be
subject to the problems of central planning, would certainly have
unintended consequences and, very significantly, would result in
burgeoning government and severe restrictions on freedom. In
their view, there is ample scope for adaptation through markets
to any warming that occurs, though some of them believe there is
a case for taxes on carbon or carbon trading in order to reinforce
adaptive tendencies.
Such views are contrary to the conventional wisdom and will
therefore be strongly resisted by the intellectual establishment
that has invested heavily in the drastic climate change hypo
thesis and is trying to suppress dissent. But even the conventional
wisdom of the day eventually breaks down when confronted by
the ‘march of events’ and more powerful ideas.
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The population growth false alarms

2 GLOBAL ALARMISM
		 Russell Lewis

Introduction

Being intellectually cool nowadays means trumpeting your belief
that global warming will bring disaster to the human race unless
radical action is taken. Various people are currently outbidding
each other in warning of the wrath to come. Former prime minister
Tony Blair (2004) has claimed that global warming is more of a
danger than terrorism; government Chief Scientific Adviser Sir
David King (2004) has implied that by the end of the century
Antarctica will be the most habitable continent; the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Rowan Williams (2006), foresees ‘millions, billions’
of deaths; and veteran environmentalist Sir James Lovelock, who
regards our planet as a living creature – Gaia – asserts: ‘we are now
so abusing the Earth that it may rise and move back to the hot state
it was in fifty-five million years ago, and if it does, most of us and
our descendants will die’ (Lovelock, 2006).
All very angst-making – were it not for the fact that we have
heard it all before. Of course, there have been prophecies of doom
since biblical times, but forecasts of ecological disaster are to
be found more in the last two centuries. The Cassandra cries on
assorted environmental pretexts have become deafening, however,
only in the last fifty years or so. What they have in common is that,
invariably, they have been false alarms.
26

One very popular scenario among the doomsters has been that
human population growth will outrun food supplies and result
in mass starvation, unless enough people are previously removed
by natural disaster, disease or war. It is an old theme put forward
most persuasively by Thomas Malthus (Malthus, 1798). The crux
of his argument was that human numbers will grow, like those
of any other members of the animal kingdom, as long as there is
enough food for them to survive, and then they will collapse when
food runs out. Tragically, he claimed, while the human population
grows geometrically, food supplies grow arithmetically. Starvation
is therefore a perpetual threat to mankind, only to be avoided by
sexual abstinence – forlorn hope!
Malthus certainly set the fashion of extrapolation: that is
of assuming a constant percentage rate of growth of some form
of human-related activity. It has been a prominent feature of
apocalypse-mongering ever since. Famously, the American
professor Paul Ehrlich latched on to it (Ehrlich, 1968), saying that
the present doubling time for the world population was every
35 years. Thus in 900 years there would be 60 million billion
people on earth. There is a major underlying fallacy here. This
is the assumption that people merely respond instinctively and
thoughtlessly to environmental conditions, like frogs, rats or
pigeons. In fact the distinguishing characteristic of humans is that
they are able to think, so they are able to adapt. One result of this
ability to think and adapt is our technology. Instead of passively
reacting to the environment we are able to change aspects of it.
We do not automatically produce as many children as the food
supply dictates. Contraception allows us to limit the number of
children we have. Technological advance really does make all
27
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the difference. World population has about doubled in the last
50 years but the speed of microchips is doubling every eighteen
months (Intel co-founder Gordon Moore’s Law). Such considerations did not, however, give Ehrlich pause. Here are two of
his more extreme pronouncements from the above book: ‘The
battle to feed humanity is over. In the 1970s and 1980s hundreds
of millions of people will starve to death in spite of any crash
programs embarked upon now. At this late date nothing can
prevent a substantial increase in the world death rate ...’. He went
on to predict the deaths of: ‘A minimum of ten million people,
most of them children, during each year of the 1970s. But this is
a mere handful compared to the numbers that will be starving at
the end of the century.’
Believing thus that doom was inevitable, Ehrlich felt that
all he could suggest was a way of salvaging something from the
wreck. He sought immediate action at home (in the USA) in the
form of population control. He proposed taxes on children, giving
‘responsibility prizes’ to each couple for every five years of childless marriage, and to men who had vasectomies. If these failed
it would be necessary to resort to compulsion. He advocated
particularly ruthless policies towards underdeveloped countries,
including the stoppage of all food aid to nations that experienced
chronic food shortages. He reserved the harshest treatment of all
for India, arguing for enforced sterilisation of all Indian men with
three or more children.
The justification for such severity was: ‘We already know
that it is impossible to increase food production to cope with
continued population growth. No improvement in underdeveloped countries’ food production can do more than delay the day
of reckoning unless population control is successful.’
28
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The facts, however, have not been cooperative. ‘Contrary to
the predictions of many environmentalist ideologues, world food
supplies have more than tripled in the last 30 years, staying well
ahead of world population growth’ (Borlaug, 2002). Fewer people
are starving in the Third World and agricultural crops per person
in developing countries have grown by 52 per cent. This is in part
a product of the Green Revolution, which introduced higheryield crops, but also owes much to irrigation and improved water
control. The increased productivity has meant that more food
could be produced from the same amount of land. Had global
cereal yields of 1950 prevailed in 1999 then the world’s farmers
would have required nearly 1.8 billion hectares of land, instead of
the 600 million that were used, to achieve the global harvest that
was achieved in 1999.
Pessimists have suggested that the Green Revolution is over
and that further improvements cannot be expected. On the
contrary: ‘Scientific breakthroughs, particularly in agricultural
biotechnology will likely permit another 50 per cent increase in
yields over the next 35 years if their development is not hindered
by anti-science activism’ (ibid.).
Meanwhile the price of food fell by more than two-thirds
between 1957 and early 2001, making it much more available to
the poor (Lomborg, 2001). Admittedly world grain prices have
risen sharply of late, but this is partly at least caused by the US
government’s policy of heavily subsidising ethanol production (to
reduce dependence on foreign oil), which has reduced the land
available for growing cereals. Paradoxically, the rise in food prices
has also been caused by the growing wealth, not the impoverishment, of large parts of the previously underdeveloped world.
In any case, the scary forecasts of huge and unmanageable
29
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population growth have been made to look foolish. In the developed world, particularly in Europe, birth rates have fallen below
the reproduction rate of 2.1. In the developing world too reproduction rates are falling, and the UN estimates that world population will stabilise around 2050.
Natural resources false alarms

Parallel to, and associated with, Ehrlich’s dire prophecies of world
overpopulation and starvation there have been dire predictions
of scarcity of the energy, raw materials and other resources on
which modern civilisation depends. Here too there was a repetition of a pattern set in an earlier period. In 1865 Stanley Jevons, a
distinguished British economist, claimed in The Coal Question that
Britain’s industrial supremacy was destined to end because it was
only a matter of time before the rising cost of mining coal at ever
deeper levels would cripple the industries dependent on it. Worse
still, he urged: ‘. . . it is useless to think of substituting any other
kind of fuel for coal’.
He proved wrong about that, but soon, across the Atlantic,
a series of eminent people were making similarly gloomy but
much more strident and specific forecasts about oil, the fuel
that was becoming just as vital to the American economy as coal
was to Britain. In 1914, for instance, the United States Bureau of
Mines predicted that American oil reserves would last ten years.
Subsequently, in 1939 and in 1951, the Department of the Interior
said American oil would last thirteen years (The Economist, 20
December 1997).
These scares, however, almost comically false as it turned out,
were but curtain-raisers for what has become a canonical work
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for the environmental movement – the 1972 Club of Rome report
on Limits of Growth. It used the newly fashionable techniques of
systems analysis and computer simulation. For those who sought
intellectual justification for their belief in approaching doom,
this seemed to deliver the goods. Pointing out that total world oil
reserves were 550 billion barrels, it asserted: ‘We could use up all
the proven reserves of oil in the entire world by the end of the next
decade.’
Sure enough, 600 billion barrels were used up not in a decade
but by 1990, so there should have been a deficit by then of 50
billion barrels. Yet at that date reserves had risen to 900 billion
barrels. This howler of a prediction didn’t stop the Club of Rome
producing in 1992 Beyond the Limits, a revised edition of Limits of
Growth, which predicted that the world would run out of oil in
2031 and gas in 2050. The above error about oil reserves keeps
being made by people who should know better. Oil reserves are
never remotely equivalent to all the oil in the earth’s crust. The
proven reserves are what the oil companies have decided to look
for and which are known to be exploitable under prevailing technical and economic conditions. They are designed to provide the
oil industry’s working inventory of oil stocks. There is a limit to
the amount of money the oil companies can spend on searching
for more or deeper wells because prospecting and drilling are
expensive, and there are other competing obligations which affect
their long-term profits, such as advertising, marketing, research,
building refineries and distribution. The best indicator of whether
oil is getting scarcer is its price, and though prices have risen
sharply in the last two years, that fact does not necessarily point to
a long-term upward trend.
So what is the prospect for fossil fuel supplies? What one
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can say is that there is little chance of them running out soon.
The evidence is that there is enough oil in the ground (including
conventional sources and unconventional sources, including oil
shales, tar sands and coal bed methane) to last over two hundred
years at the year 2000 rate of consumption. In addition there is
enough natural gas for 500 years and coal for over a thousand
years. Taking all fossil fuels combined, there is enough for 700
years of consumption at the year 2000 rates (Beckerman, 2003).
The reserves may become more expensive to exploit but, at the
same time, such costs will provide incentives for conservation,
the development of alternative fuels and the development of new
technologies.
The immediate concern about oil and gas supplies, which is
engaging decision-makers in the West, is the large proportion
of them in insecure places, namely the Middle East and Russia.
That is why there is renewed interest in nuclear power, especially
as it has the extra attraction for green-minded politicians that it
produces no carbon dioxide emissions. Also, its radioactive emissions are lower than those from coal-fuelled plants. With the use
of fast-breeder reactors it is estimated there is enough uranium
available to keep nuclear power plants going for 14,000 years
(Lomborg, 2001).
The Club of Rome forecast early exhaustion of other natural
resources, including metals. Here its failure was even more dismal
than in the case of fossil fuels, as shown by the following table
setting out the growth of proven mineral resources.
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Table 1 Reserves and consumption of key minerals, 1970 and 1999
Estimated reserves (million metric tons)

Product

1970

mid-1999

Aluminium
Copper
Lead
Nickel
Zinc

1,170
308
91
67
123

34,000
650
140
140
430

Cumulative
consumption (million
metric tons, approx.)
1970–1999
430
290
150
22
190

Note: 1970 reserve estimates are from Meadows et al., 1972: 56–58. 1999 reserves
estimates include ‘demonstrated reserves that are currently economic or marginally
economic plus some that are currently sub-economic’ (World Almanac 2000: 31,
taken from the U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. Department of the Interior). The
figures of aluminium reserves include bauxite expressed as aluminium equivalent.
Consumption estimates are from Materials Bulletin’s Prices and Data, annual (Surrey,
UK: Metal Bulletin Books Ltd.).

Ecological false alarms
DDT

The most important, or at least the most influential, environmentalist book of the twentieth century was Rachel Carson’s
Silent Spring (1962). It was an attractively written all-out assault
on pesticides, especially DDT. At the time it came out the general
view was that nature was benign and that the main poisons found
in the environment were synthetic toxins manufactured by man.
We now know that the plant kingdom is teeming with toxins that
plants have developed to protect themselves against predators.
Carson took the view that DDT was the great threat to the environment and, eventually, it would build up in plants, animals
and birds, working through the food chain, to the human race, to
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which it would prove fatal. Her evidence for this dismal prospect,
however, was weak. She said that there were fewer birds because
of the use of DDT in the previous twenty years. The American
journalist Gregg Easterbrook made a scorecard of 40 birds that
Carson said might now be extinct or nearly so (hence the title of
her book). He found that nineteen were stable, fourteen increasing
and seven in decline. That looked very much like business as usual
(Easterbrook, 1995). Carson also referred to the Audubon Society’s
annual bird census as her source for reducing avian numbers, but
those censuses actually showed their numbers increasing.
Her most alarming pronouncement, however, was that DDT
was a poison staying put in the environment and gradually
building up. This was refuted by Dr Philip Butler, director of the
Fish and Wildlife Service’s Sabine Island Research Laboratory,
who found that ‘92 per cent of DDT and its metabolites disappear
from the environment in 38 days’ (US Environment Protection
Agency’s DDT hearings, p. 3726). He added that humans have no
need to worry about small exposures to DDT. According to the
World Health Organisation director in 1969:
DDT is so safe that no symptoms have been observed
among the 130,000 spraymen or the 535 million inhabitants
of sprayed houses [over the past 29 years of its existence].
No toxicity was observed in the wildlife of the countries
participating in the malaria campaign. It has served at least
2 billion people in the world without costing a single human
life.

The really scary claim in Carson’s book was that DDT would
cause ‘practically 100 per cent of the human population to be
wiped out from a cancer epidemic in one generation’. The theory
was that a race of super-insects, impervious to pesticides, would
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emerge, threatening US farms. Desperate farmers would then
triple the amount of pesticide they were using to combat the
superbugs, destroying their crops. This would work up through
the food chain, first killing the bugs, then the worms, then the
birds, then the fish and finally the human race. This speculation
was based solely on the fact that DDT spraying went on from
1940 to 1960 and that in that period cancer cases also increased.
That is to say Carson assumed coincidence was causation. Yet the
American Center for Disease Control, more plausibly, found a
direct correlation between cancer rates rocketing and a surge in
the use of tobacco. Other factors were sun exposure, obesity and
lack of exercise. Also, as people were living longer, more of them
contracted cancer because they had not previously died of something else.
Such errors might be forgivable but for their dreadful results.
These results were the banning of DDT in the USA and the
steering of international aid to prevent its use in the developing
world. It is estimated that this removal of the most effective means
of eliminating malaria has led to the deaths of 3 million people a
year, most of them children and pregnant mothers, making a total
of well over a hundred million (Sci Thread Archive, 2006).
Acid rain

The big environmental scare of the 1980s was the death of forests,
said to be due to acid rain. The UN Brundtland Report stated flatly
that ‘in Europe, acid precipitation kills forests’, and school textbooks on ecology today continue to repeat this charge. There was
certainly evidence of sick and dying trees in the 1970s and 1980s in
Europe: Bavaria in Germany was especially hard hit. In America
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the Blue Ridge Hills in North Carolina were severely affected. In
some parts of them the sick-tree figure reached as much as 60 per
cent. There were also claims that, owing to the same cause, many
fish were dying in Swedish and American lakes. These alarms led
to large-scale scientific investigation. The biggest one was the
US National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP),
costing $750 million. Its experiments showed that trees exposed
to moderately acid rain, far from dying, actually grew faster. Its
main conclusion was that ‘the vast majority of forests in the US
and Canada are not affected by decline . . . Moreover there is no
case of forest decline in which acidic deposition is known to be a
predominant cause’. It also found that acid affected only 4 per cent
of lakes and had only a very slight effect on buildings and monuments. In 1996 the annual report on the state of forests by the UN
and the European Commission concluded that ‘Only in a few cases
has air pollution been identified as a cause of [forest] damage’. In
the main, forest decline appeared to arise from local pollution,
not acid rain, which of course is a cross-border phenomenon.
One of the curiosities about the controversy on acid rain is that
it proceeded ‘in ignorance of the basic fact that rain is naturally
acidic, but pundits declaimed an imminent doomsday for forests
at the very time when American forests were expanding’ (Easterbrook,
1995).
From global cooling to global warming

In the 1970s those who studied climate were much influenced by
the experience of the previous 30 years of global cooling. There is
a strong human tendency to believe that what has been happening
in the recent past will continue to happen in the future. Sure
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enough, that decade was awash with forecasts of continued
global cooling, while this was claimed to be a mere foretaste
of the ultimate calamity – a new ice age. The intriguing thing is
that some of the most prominent ice age doomsayers of the time
included leading global warming enthusiasts of today. Notable
among them were Sir Crispin Tickell (who later persuaded
Margaret Thatcher to support the global warming thesis) in his
Climate Change and World Affairs (see Lindzen, n.d.). A more spectacular change of direction came from Stephen Schneider, who, in
recent times, has been described as a superstar of Greenhouse. In
1976, however, his book The Genesis Strategy, putting forward the
forthcoming ice age thesis, was a best-seller. He had already set
out his stall in a paper in 1971. This pinned responsibility for the
prospective freeze-up on human activities, namely the discharge of
aerosols into the atmosphere from power plants or domestic fires.
In an interesting passage he discounted the countervailing effect
of carbon dioxide, arguing that even an 800 per cent increase
in CO2 would give very little warming and would of itself raise
temperature less than two degrees. In view of the fact that CO2 has
risen only 25 per cent since the Industrial Revolution, this would
suggest that Schneider saw little potential in CO2 at all, at least not
in 1971. By the late 1980s, however, he had swung round to the UN
view that a mere doubling of CO2 would raise temperatures by 1.5
to 4 degrees, leading to a global warming catastrophe (www.johndaly.com/Schneider.htm).
Another ice age prophet of the 1970s was the journalist Lowell
Ponte. His book The Cooling (a best-seller) followed the same line
of reasoning as Schneider’s, blaming humans for spewing particulates into the atmosphere in their reckless and wasteful use of
energy, these particulates reflecting the sun’s rays back into space,
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thereby reducing its warming effect and making the earth colder.
It offered a stark future. As he said: ‘The cooling has already killed
hundreds of thousands of people in the poor nations . . . If it
continues, and no strong measures are taken to deal with it, the
cooling will cause world famine, world chaos, and probably world
war, and this will all come by the year 2000.’
What were the strong measures the global coolers had in
mind? Ponte suggested reviving an old Soviet plan, dating back
to Lenin’s time, to dam up the Bering Strait between Siberia
and Alaska. A later Soviet version of it proposed installing giant
atomic-powered pumps to suck up water from the Pacific Ocean’s
equivalent of the Gulf Stream, the Kuroshio Current, and pour
warm water into the Arctic Ocean. Another scheme was to spray
the Antarctic ice black, so that it would absorb instead of reflect
the sun’s rays and cause the ice to melt. Remembering some of
the disasters brought about by Soviet engineers through diverting
rivers – such as the one that emptied the Aral Sea – the imagination quails at the thought of what might have happened if the
world’s politicians had taken these half-baked plans as seriously
as they currently treat measures to deal with the alleged global
warming threat.
Conclusion

After surveying a series of eco-alarms over the last generation or
so, The Economist (20 December 1997) concluded: ‘Forecasts of
scarcity and doom are not only invariably wrong, they think that
being wrong proves them right.’ It went on to chart the course
followed by virtually every environmental scare story.
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•
•
•
•

Year 1: the scientist finds some potential threat.
Year 2: the journalists amplify and exaggerate it.
Year 3: the environmentalists join the bandwagon.
Year 4: the bureaucrats move in; an international conference
is demanded; regulations and targets proliferate.
• Year 5: a scapegoat, usually America (global warming), is
sought out and denounced.
• Year 6: doubts surface among scientists.
• Year 7: the quiet climbdown: the official consensus estimate
of the problem shrinks. The scare disappears not with a bang
but with a whimper.
If this is the way the world works, so be it, but it does not have
to be so. We can shrug our shoulders, but a real puzzle remains.
Why is the present such an age of anxiety? The human race, as
a whole, is healthier, better fed and housed, longer-lived and
more prosperous than at any time in history. Children no longer
die like flies. There is for most people far more security, leisure,
culture and entertainment than ever before, and, contrary to the
pessimists, who are always with us, the environment is vastly
improved, especially in terms of clean air and water and surroundings in country and town. If there is anything dysfunctional about
our civilisation, as Al Gore insists, it is that we are so blind to its
benefits.
It is possible to accept aspects of the science of global warming
without predicting a forthcoming apocalypse or highly coercive
and centralising government action to deal with the consequences. The points raised in this chapter do not depend on
whether a specific scientific theory of climate change is right or
wrong: they are designed to illustrate that the consequences of
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environmental and ecological change are regularly exaggerated.
But why do environmentalists cling so persistently on one pretext
after another to the idea that climate change will be the precursor
of forthcoming apocalypse? Michael Crichton believes that it is
because environmentalism has become a kind of fundamentalist
religion, which harks back to ancient myths deep rooted in the
human psyche, such as Eden, the fall of man, the loss of grace and
doomsday. As with other fundamentalist beliefs it is a matter of
faith which cannot be moved by argument or factual evidence
(Crichton, 2003). If this is so, these global environmental scares
will recede only when environmental bigotry yields to honest
scientific inquiry.
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3 CLIMATE CHANGE, CENTRALISED
ACTION AND MARKETS 1
		 Colin Robinson

The first part of this chapter considers the climate change issue
by discussing the problems inherent in apocalyptic forecasting
and the planning that normally accompanies it, contrasting them
with the problem-solving capabilities of markets. It then moves on
to some other issues of principle, particularly the weaknesses of
climate change modelling. The third part examines the property
rights question that underlies the climate change problem. The
fourth part considers appropriate policy responses to present-day
fears of climate change and its consequences. It abstracts from
more detailed criticisms, made elsewhere (Carter et al., 2006;
Byatt et al., 2006), of the Stern Review (Stern et al., 2006) and
other recent analyses of the impact of climate change.
Apocalyptic predictions
A perspective

Apocalyptic forecasting, of which predictions of the dire consequences of climate change are one example, has a long history,
which can be traced back at least to the Old Testament prophets
(Robinson, 1972). The New Testament, of course, provides the
1
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somewhat more recent and more specific source document for
the genre, in the Revelation of St John, chapter 6, where the four
horsemen represent the forces of man’s destruction and catastrophic events occur.2
Subsequent history is littered with forecasts that are recognisable as belonging to the same apocalyptic category in that dreadful
events are foreseen unless people repent from some sin. As Sir
Alan Peacock points out in his chapter in this volume, latter-day
prophets of doom can be seen in a quasi-religious context in
which they provoke feelings of guilt and then propose means of
atonement. A characteristic sin is supposed lack of concern for
future generations. So, for example, a recurring theme in the
twentieth century was the claim that people were exploiting the
earth’s resources at a destructive rate which would leave insufficient for future generations: atonement was by acknowledging the
error of their ways and adopting policies, such as reducing rates
of depletion, which would leave more for their successors (see, for
example, Robinson, 1975).
As each apocalyptic forecast emerges, there is a tendency to
regard it as unique, with little recognition that it belongs to a
general class of predictions. But the prevalence of such forecasts
in the past suggests that, regardless of the precise nature of the
expected source of doom, there are underlying reasons why,
periodically, such forecasts emerge. Rather than being aberrations, they are evidently part of the normal course of events. The
explanations are probably quite simple. First, as regards the supply
side, the prophet of doom is a member of a profession that, as well
as any money income it may earn, enjoys psychic income from the
2

Revelation, 6: 15, King James (Authorised) version.
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effect of its prophecies on its audience: individual prophets may
not be clothed in sackcloth and ashes but they enjoy supplying
mental discomfort to their listeners or readers.
Second, and probably more important, the apocalyptic
forecast is a natural reaction to the pervading state of uncertainty
which creates both anxiety and a demand for predictions. At any
point in time, any intelligent person can see numerous problems
to which solutions have not yet appeared. That is so for the rather
obvious reason that human ingenuity can, by definition, be
directed at solving problems only after they have been perceived
as such. Consequently, an abundance of unsolved problems is the
norm. It is not difficult to find issues about which to be anxious
– either that no solution is possible or that, if it is possible, it will
not appear in time – particularly for people who have little sense
of history. But the presence of unsolved problems is not, in itself,
particular cause for concern. In the words of Dennis Gabor (1963),
‘The problems of fifty years hence will not have to be solved by
our present-day technology but by that which we shall possess in
twenty or thirty years’ time.’
Seen in this context, one way of regarding the apocalyptic
forecast is as part of the process by which unsolved problems are
indeed solved. By raising awareness of an issue, the forecaster sets
in motion forces that produce solutions. On this view, the apocalyptic forecaster – whether St John or, at a lower level, Sir Nicholas
(now Lord) Stern – is an unwitting part of the great machine
that stimulates human ingenuity into producing the advances in
knowledge and its application that deal with the problems that
always confront us.
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Forecasting and planning

There is, however, more to the apocalyptic forecast than that
because it always contains a call to action. It comes in two parts.
Part one is the ‘conditional’ forecast – what would happen on
unchanged policy. Part two is the plan – what should be done
to avoid the dire consequences that the forecast reveals. The
latter-day apocalyptic forecaster, when turning to the plan,
almost invariably recommends centralised solutions carried
out by governments and international organisations. It would
be unusual, if not unprecedented, for someone, having seen
the apocalypse, to recommend leaving solution of the foreseen
problems entirely to decentralised market forces. There must be
coordinated, centralised national government or international
action so that someone is seen to be doing something. Recommendations are usually for direct government intervention in the
market by targets, regulations, government-controlled investment
programmes, taxes or sometimes ‘market instruments’ (of which
more later).
But there is a serious problem with the view that centralised action, via governments and international organisations,
is required to avoid the apocalypse. This form of action suffers
from the same inherent problems as does central planning,
which has, wherever it has been tried, failed. Briefly, there are two
reasons. First, the information required for centralised action to
work – which is information about the future – cannot readily be
gathered. Information is not available off the shelf, to be collected
together in Whitehall or similar locations, because it is essentially
decentralised and much of it is tacit. The production and dissem
ination of information are primarily market phenomena and the
suppression of markets, which is the inevitable consequence of
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central planning, also suppresses the information that planners
would need if they were to operate successfully.
The second problem is that, even if the information were available, the incentives to deal with problems are lacking. There is
no Whitehall counterpart to the powerful self-interest motives to
solve problems that exist in markets. On the contrary, the pursuit
of self-interest by people in organisations that have a monopoly of
policy-making is most unlikely to be to the public benefit. Public
choice theory has shown the dangers of assuming, as much mainstream economic theory does, that politicians and bureaucrats,
domestic and international, are wise, far-sighted and disinterested
and will simply identify and then pursue the ‘public good’.
Markets as adaptive systems

By contrast, the market system is essentially a massive problemsolving mechanism. Markets may appear to operate slowly and
‘imperfectly’ but they do so surely: their existence is the reason
why past apocalyptic forecasts have not come true. Competitive
markets are powerful adaptive systems which contain strong
incentives to solve the problems of the day, whether trivial or
apparently serious. Unfortunately, the essence of the market’s
functions is often clouded by the mechanistic neoclassical models
used by many economists which concentrate on end-states of
markets rather than the processes by which they adjust to change.
Hayek’s insight – that competition is a process of discovery,
quite different from stylised textbook models of competition which
show the states of markets once competition has been exhausted –
is the key to understanding the problem-solving power of markets
(Hayek, 1948). Competitive markets provide the information and
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the incentives that spark the discovery process in which human
ingenuity is exercised to deal with economic, social and technological problems. Marketplace incentives, operating mainly
through price signals, induce entrepreneurs to seek out and then
exploit market opportunities so as to make profits. Sometimes,
entrepreneurial action may result in no more than the discovery
of a slightly cheaper way of making a product or a slightly more
efficient method of organising a firm. At other times, it may result
in a major invention and its subsequent exploitation with global
consequences. On a Hayekian view, the apocalyptic forecaster/
planner who believes he or she can see a long way into the future
and has the answer to the world’s problems, substituting for and
surpassing the problem-solving capabilities of markets, has been
misled into the ‘pretence of knowledge’, if not into a ‘fatal conceit’
(Hayek and Bartley, 1988).
Of course, no one can be sure that there will always be an
economic or technological fix for every conceivable problem that
ever arises. But past history, including the failure of predicted
catastrophes to materialise, suggests that market systems act
effectively to deal even with predicted global disasters. Russell
Lewis’s chapter in this volume gives some examples of past false
predictions of catastrophe. One particularly apposite example, on
which it is worth dwelling because it is the most recent and the one
that bears similarities to the concerns of today, is the ‘energy crisis’
of the 1970s when there was a consensus that rapid depletion of
energy resources (especially crude oil), allied with the exploitation
of monopoly power by the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC), would result in ever-rising energy prices. ‘The
days of cheap energy are gone for ever’ was the slogan of many
commentators, unwise enough to think they could see ‘for ever’
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into the future. Only centralised action by governments and international bodies could, it was argued, avoid a major world energy
crisis. In the event, despite the almost total absence of the government and international action that had been deemed so important,
energy markets adjusted to the ‘crisis’ so that, within ten years, the
world was (by the mid-1980s) awash with oil and OPEC was meeting
to try to prop up crude oil prices. Instead of crude oil prices tripling
in real terms by the end of the century, as had been the consensus of
forecasts in 1980, they began to decline almost as soon as the forecasts were made and halved by the end of the century. Even in the
first half of 2008, despite increases in crude prices in the previous
few years, they were still lower in real terms than in 1980.3
Climate change and its consequences

History shows that concerns about resource exhaustion and
monopolisation of energy sources appear periodically: there
are some signs that the concerns of 30 years ago are beginning
to resurface. But the most likely source of the apocalypse is now
perceived to be climate change, which receives constant media
attention, as did its predecessor, the ‘energy crisis’ of the 1970s.
In fact, climate change fears were a subplot in the 1970s ‘crisis’,
when there was a consensus among climate scientists which was
the opposite of today’s: global cooling was the perceived threat, as
an article in Newsweek at the time made clear.
The central fact is that after three quarters of a century of
extraordinarily mild conditions, the earth’s climate seems
3
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to be cooling down ... Climatologists are pessimistic that
political leaders will take any action to compensate for the
climatic change, or even to allay its effects. They concede
that some of the more spectacular solutions proposed such
as melting the arctic ice cap by covering it with black soot ...
might create problems far greater than those they solve.4

It should be a matter of concern to those who now claim that
‘the science is settled’ that the opposite view was generally held
only 30 years ago. Nevertheless, present-day forecasts of the dire
consequences of warming cannot be dismissed simply on the
grounds of this fundamental change in the consensus in a relat
ively short time.
The usual hypothesis about climate change is that emissions
of carbon dioxide and other ‘greenhouse gases’, from the use
of energy and from other human activities, will lead to a future
trend towards warming of the earth and consequential damage to
economic and social life. The following are the principal links in
the chain that can lead to conclusions about prospective climate
change and its effects.
A climate change trend?

Since the climate is always changing, the damaging-change hypo
thesis is difficult to pin down, but those who support it must think
there is a warming trend. If we were merely in the upward phase
of a cycle, caused by natural forces, presumably there would be
much less cause for concern because, by definition, the direction
of the cycle would reverse and global warming would be replaced
4

Newsweek, 28 April 1975. I am indebted to Julian Morris, who pointed out this
article to me.
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by global cooling. Determining whether warming is a trend or just
part of a cycle is extremely difficult, given the apparent very long
timescale of climatic change, yet, from a policy point of view, the
distinction between trend and cycle is clearly vital: if warming is
to be replaced by cooling in the relatively near future, as part of
the same natural cycle, action now to curb warming might well
have perverse effects. The amplitude and length of any cycle are
also critical issues.
The link with greenhouse gases

There is scientific evidence that, other things being equal,
increasing emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases
will bring rising world temperatures. In the absence of complete
scientific knowledge, however, the list of the ‘other things’ and
their effects is long but incomplete. Most climate scientists would,
like most economists, readily admit that their models are gross
simplifications and that large areas of ignorance remain. Working
out what happens when other things are constant is therefore not
easy and it seems that experience in the twentieth century must
lead to some doubts about the exact causal link between emissions and warming: despite continuously rising emissions during
the century, the warming occurred in two periods (1920–40 and
1975–98), with slight cooling in between the two periods and no
clear trend in the last ten years or so.
Economic and social consequences

Even if it could be established that there is a clear warming trend
caused by greenhouse gas emissions, there are still important
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questions to be answered about the extent to which this trend will
be damaging and also about the extent to which natural adaptation will deal with any economic and social consequences. If it
seems that action to combat the trend should be taken, the issue
then arises of what form it might take and what the costs might be
compared with the benefits.
Bearing in mind the issues just set out, some matters of principle that underlie current predictions of climate change and
its consequences, particularly those in the Stern Review, are
discussed below.
Long-term predictions

The Stern Review, like other attempts to predict climate change
and its consequences, attempts to look a very long way ahead – up
to two centuries. Consequently, the validity of its results depends
principally on whether it is possible, given our present state of
knowledge, to draw useful conclusions from analyses by climate
scientists, economists and other social scientists, to integrate them
and to project them into the far distant future in a way that provides
an adequate basis for policy in the sense that one can have confidence that both the future direction of change and its approximate
magnitude are correctly predicted. If the direction of change is
incorrectly predicted, policies intended to offset the change will be
perverse: presumably today’s scientists would think that the policies
suggested in the Newsweek article quoted above would have been
perverse because they would have been based on the assumption
that the world is cooling. Less seriously, if the direction of change
is correctly predicted but the magnitude is significantly in error,
policy will not be proportionate to the problems that emerge.
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Some reasons to doubt whether we can have such confidence
are explained below, together with some comments on the robustness of Stern’s policy conclusions.
Uncertainty about the science

The treatment of scientific evidence in the Stern Review has
been criticised elsewhere (Carter et al., 2006). It seems to attach
remarkably little uncertainty to the estimates of climate change
and its impact that it uses. Indeed, the following passage suggests
that the authors think that, in the case of the scientific evidence,
it is risk (outcomes have known probability distributions) rather
than uncertainty (outcomes have unknown probability distributions) which is relevant:
... scientists are now able to attach probabilities to
the temperature outcomes and impacts on the natural
environment associated with different levels of stabilisation
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Scientists also now
understand much more about the potential for dynamic
feedbacks that have, in previous times of climate change,
strongly amplified the underlying physical processes. (Stern
et al., 2006: iii)

If the assumption is that the science is now so well defined that the
relevant probability distributions are known into the far distant
future, that would be a remarkable conclusion.
Modelling and uncertainty

At the root of the Stern Review and similar attempts to forecast
climate change and its effects are its modelling efforts, though
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Stern also attempts some more disaggregated and qualitative
analysis. Different time horizons are used in different places but
they are all very distant. The review explains, ‘The analysis of
climate change requires, by its nature, that we look out over 50,
100, 200 years and more’ (ibid.: x).
It is in its use of very long-term predictions that the ‘pretence
of knowledge’ aspect of the review is most obvious. Quite properly,
in various places, the review expresses due caution about interpreting the results of modelling so far ahead, which requires
‘caution and humility’, though by the time conclusions are drawn
such reservations seem to fade.
It is often supposed to be virtuous to look ahead for long
periods. Both markets and governments are sometimes criticised
because they have short time horizons and do not pay sufficient
regard to the interests of future generations (their implicit discount
rates are too high). But there are good reasons why individuals and
organisations do not habitually peer many years into the future
and act on what they think they see. It is because, in practice, it is
not possible to see far into the future and make enough sense of it
to act usefully on the results. Inability, not unwillingness, to look
into the far distant future is the issue. Consequently people and
organisations take limited views of the future, taking what action
they can to anticipate future events but also adapting as they go
along, using rules of thumb and other simple decision rules to
muddle through in the presence of uncertainty. With decentralised decision-making in markets, there are many views of the
future and the forecasting problem is ‘solved’ imperfectly through
different forecasts, rules of thumb and adaptation.
In the climate change case, the danger is that, given our
very limited ability to foresee changes in climate, technology,
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the economy and society, long-term views are more misleading
than helpful. Human myopia cannot be overcome simply by
well-meaning attempts to build models that purport to peer
decades and centuries ahead. Action taken now, in anticipation of
supposed long-run trends, may concentrate on the wrong issues
and make matters worse rather than better. Centralised action,
which constitutes a large part of Stern’s recommendations, risks
major mistakes. Such action, by governments or international
organisations, concentrates on consensus views (which have
frequently been wrong in the past), creating information mono
polies and suppressing dissenting opinions, as David Henderson
points out in another chapter in this volume.
In addition to the time horizon, there are problems related
to the modelling in the review. Modelling is a valuable tool in
economics because it forces the conceptual structures of models
and their parameters to be made clear. Moreover, in principle it
permits learning from experience in the sense that a post-mortem
on a forecast (which, except by chance, will be incorrect) will
reveal whether structure or assumptions were at fault (Robinson,
1970).
But when the system that is being modelled is poorly understood and predictions over a very long period ahead are being
made, there is a clear danger that formal modelling will be more
misleading than helpful. In the climate change case, the Stern
Review uses some models that purport to ‘integrate’ climate
models with models of economic and social linkages to climate
change. Integrating two poorly understood systems, and making
projections that go far beyond the range of previous experience,
moves the ‘forecast’ into unknown territory, surrounding it with
massive uncertainty. Moreover, the danger is that, because the
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models appear to be able to quantify the future, the results will be
given far more weight than is their due. In Chapter 6, Part II of the
Stern Review, where these modelling exercises are discussed, the
uncertainties that surround their results are discussed. But caution
seems to evaporate as the review goes on. Towards the end we
can observe examples of a common phenomenon against which
forecasters have to try to guard – that, because of the amount of
effort they have put into their predictions, they begin to believe in
their own results, no matter how shaky the foundations. Hence,
on page 450 we read: ‘This Review has made a compelling case for
action – on both mitigation and adaptation – demonstrating that
the global economic costs of business as usual paths are likely to
far outweigh the costs of taking action to reduce the risks.’
And, by page 572, there are ‘clear and strong conclusions’
about the dangers of government inaction which could lead to
‘. . . risks of major disruption to economic and social activity, on
a scale similar to those associated with the great wars and the
economic depression of the first half of the 20th century’.
It is simply implausible to believe that the models that Stern
uses can reveal sufficient about the future for any reasonable
person to draw such firm conclusions. Because they relate to
systems about which there is considerable ignorance, and because
they go so far ahead, it seems most unwise to suggest that they can
indicate so certain a long-term future.
Markets and global environmental problems

Heroic attempts to quantify changes in climate and their effects
centuries ahead give a false impression that such quantification
can be helpful and suggest that the outlook is more certain than it
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is. Nevertheless, one should beware of jumping from the deficiencies of the Stern Review and its ilk to the conclusion that future
climate change is not and cannot be a problem. It is conceivable
that man-made climate change is occurring and that in the future
it will cause difficulties unless preparations are made to offset its
effects. That is a separate issue that ought to be examined.
Differences in principle between resource depletion and global
environmental issues

In principle, there are reasons why global environmental problems
might be more difficult to solve via markets than the apparent
resource depletion problems that have in the past caused alarm
but which markets have dealt with so adequately. A significant
difference in the case of resource depletion is that there are price
signals that encourage changes in the depletion rate in the ‘right’
direction, as indeed they did at the time of the ‘energy crisis’ in the
1970s and 1980s. For reasons discussed by Harold Hotelling (1931)
in a seminal paper in the 1930s, changes in price expectations and
discount rates tend to determine depletion rates (assuming technology and resource deposits to be given). For example, if there
is a perception of increasing scarcity of a resource, future prices
are expected to be higher relative to costs than previously anticipated, and there are two effects that increase the life of remaining
resources. First, resource owners cut current production, holding
back resources to reap the higher profits they expect from
selling at increased future prices: as they reduce supply, current
prices increase. Second, this increase in current prices induces
consumers to reduce their demand. It was such effects which
turned the oil ‘scarcity’ of the 1970s into the oil ‘surplus’ of the
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1980s. But these benign market effects depend on the presence of
appropriate market institutions, and in particular on there being
clearly defined and enforced property rights.
Property rights and market ‘failure’

Provided property rights are clear and are enforced by government, as they are or can be for many environmental assets, owners
will defend their rights against potential polluters, as they would
against other intruders, and markets will work reasonably well.
But where property rights do not exist or are difficult to establish,
as in the case of the global environment, use of the environment
will be free as far as a polluter is concerned, so there will be an
external cost that is not fully taken into account by the market and
there will be a tendency to overuse the environment as a sink for
wastes. The natural environment has public good characteristics
in that people cannot be excluded from using it and no charge can
be made for that use. For such reasons, the Stern report describes
climate change as the result of the ‘greatest market failure of all
time’. Consequently, there appears to be a case for collective
action (including national government and international action)
to avoid overuse of the environment.
The policy response
Picking winners

One policy response would be direct action by governments to
promote energy sources and technologies that reduce carbon
emissions compared with the present. The two main candidates
are nuclear fission power and renewable forms of energy, such
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as wind, solar, wave and hydro power. Many governments in
developed countries have in recent years been wary of permitting nuclear investment, partly because of the long history of
over-optimistic costs forecasts for nuclear power (Robinson and
Marshall, 2006), but principally because of the potential adverse
effects associated with nuclear fuel use and storage that have made
nuclear power unpopular with electorates. In the face of climate
change fears, however, there are signs of a revival of interest in
nuclear generation.
Renewable sources are already being favoured by governments.
The British government, for example, is providing large subsidies
for wind power in the hope of reaching a target of 10 per cent of
electricity generated from renewables by 2010, with an ‘aspiration’ to reach 20 per cent by 2020.5 The European Union is setting
even more ambitious targets that would involve member states
increasing the share of renewables in their energy (not electricity)
supplies to 20 per cent by 2020. Another form of direct government action, but on the demand rather than the supply side, is
to try to persuade consumers to use less energy by subsidising
home insulation and other means of ‘conservation’. All manner
of restrictions on people’s freedom to choose fuels and technologies are now being imposed, with five-year ‘carbon budgets’ in the
background (under a proposed new Climate Change Act), in an
attempt to influence consumers to change their ways in directions
that governments think desirable.
The problem with direct promotional action by government
5
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These various targets and measures to try to achieve them are set out in DTI, Our
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Reform, Energy White Paper, May 2007. See also David Simpson, ‘The economics
and politics of wind power’, in Robinson (2006).
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is that it does not address the basic property rights issue that is
at the root of the apparent climate change problem. Instead, it
involves government in the difficult process of ‘picking winners’,
whether that ‘winner’ is nuclear power, some form of renewable energy, ‘clean coal’ technology or energy conservation. Past
attempts at picking winners have been notoriously unsuccessful
(e.g. Myddelton, 2007), not just because of specific failings of
particular ministers but for much deeper reasons of principle
involving inherent information failures and the influence of
pressure groups.
Most analyses of climate change policy are silent on these
issues of principle. The Stern Review, for example, ignores
completely the economic analysis of government action, exemplified in the ‘public choice’ theory that has been brought to such
prominence by James Buchanan, Gordon Tullock and others,6 and
the Hayekian view of competitive markets.
The Hayekian critique of government action, as explained
earlier, emphasises the role of markets as discovery processes
that produce information and embody powerful incentives to
solve incipient problems which governments cannot match. It
is complemented by the public choice critique, which suggests
that the chances are low that governments will improve welfare
by attempts to pick winners. Governments are not disinterested
servants of the public good: they are, for example, susceptible to
the influence of pressure groups (unmentioned and apparently
unrecognised in the Stern Review), which are likely to be very
influential in pushing their own interests when governments are
known to be searching for technologies to support. As explained
6

As Sir Alan Peacock points out (1992), the public choice approach has its roots in
the work of David Hume and Adam Smith.
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earlier, governments face the most serious problem of central
planners – that they cannot gather the information they need,
which is essentially decentralised and would have been produced
by markets had it not been suppressed by government intervention. Into the vacuum come pressure groups that supply information that supports their causes. ‘Blinding with science’ is a
common approach by pressure groups faced by governments short
of the relevant knowledge on which to judge their proposals.
Using ‘market’ instruments

Direct action by governments is part of the Stern prescription.
If we rule it out, for the reasons just suggested, we are left with
an approach that is more appealing to most economists. That is
to apply standard microeconomic theory by introducing some
general economic instrument that will take into account the
externality and will then allow the market to adjust without being
constrained by the views of the government about which energy
sources are most acceptable and how much energy should be
conserved (Marshall, 2005).
One such instrument would be a ‘carbon tax’ – a tax on fuel
that varies according to the carbon emissions produced when
the fuel is burned. Since the optimal tax cannot be calculated,
the tax rate would have to be determined by government and so
government failure would be involved in applying the economic
principle. Another instrument, instead of directly putting a price
on carbon by applying a tax, is a carbon trading scheme under
which permits to emit specified amounts of carbon are allocated
and trading of those permits encourages efficiency in reducing
emissions; such a scheme would allow a price of carbon to emerge.
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Carbon trading is favoured in the Stern Review and there were
experiments with such schemes before one was introduced by the
European Union in January 2005 (Nicholson, 2005).
A case for collective action?

To summarise, there is a theoretical case for collective action
(which could include action by governments and international
organisations or voluntary collective action) where there appear
to be particularly damaging environmental effects from energy
production, distribution and use that cannot be reduced by the
allocation of property rights. Anthropogenic global climate
change may be an example. We do not know whether it will occur
and, if it does, whether it will be damaging. But, to guard against
possible damaging climate change, we could take counteraction
by pricing carbon, either by taxing it or by establishing carbon
trading schemes.
At this point, mainstream economic theory has no more to
say. But we should be wary of stopping analysis at this point. The
views of economists who make the case for ‘market instruments’
are understandable, particularly if their case is that, once such
instruments are established, no further intervention in the market
should be required. Nevertheless, we should recognise that there is
an element of misrepresentation in the term ‘market’ instrument.
Carbon taxes and carbon trading could just as well be labelled
‘interventionist’ instruments. In one case, the government sets a
price and lets the quantity of carbon adjust; in the other case, it
sets a quantity and lets the price of carbon adjust. There is less
potential for failure than in picking winners regarding specific
technologies or consumption patterns that might reduce carbon
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use but failure is still probable. Whether it is setting prices or
quantities, a government is acting in ignorance of what the price
or the quantity ‘should’ be, and so we cannot be confident that
its actions will be welfare-improving. Indeed, the one example we
have of a major carbon trading scheme – the European Emissions
Trading Scheme – is not encouraging since it has been subject
to such severe government failure that it may now be difficult to
rescue it from the discredit in which it stands. The initial setting
and the subsequent resetting of the level of permits and their allocation have caused serious problems.
One serious, if neglected, question is whether, even if there is
genuine evidence of damaging climate change, governments can
be trusted to act effectively when applying either market instruments or other policies. Will they, for instance, give priority to
appearing to be doing something, as they did in the energy ‘crises’
of the 1970s? There is a great deal of political posturing going on
at present about climate change policy. In the EU, for example,
summits and other gatherings result in grand declarations about
targets for big cuts in future carbon emissions in the rather distant
future. Nevertheless, at the same time, member country leaders
are undermining the targets they set collectively by lobbying to
make sure that their countries, or industries within their countries, are treated as ‘special cases’ that do not have to meet the
targets. The case for collective action hinges on the idea that, in
the absence of clear property rights, the market will not work well
because there will be numerous freeriders. But most EU governments are at present trying to obtain a free ride by letting their
fellow member states bear the costs of any carbon reductions. The
same is true of the numerous international gatherings where politicians consider successors to the Kyoto agreement.
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Political leaders clearly want to gather the electoral benefits of
being seen to be ‘green’ without actually imposing on their electorates the costs of doing so. It is tempting to set very long-term
targets – such as reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 60 per cent
by 2050 (or possibly 80 per cent, as some would like), supported
by five-year carbon reduction targets, as the British government
has done. But these targets go far beyond any horizon in which
present-day politicians are interested and should be treated with
great suspicion. In general, if there is to be an improvement
in the market outcome resulting from government action, the
government in question needs to be far-sighted, wise and able
to identify the ‘public interest’ and willing to pursue it. It is not,
I think, unduly cynical to question whether either governments
in representative political systems or international bureaucracies
have such characteristics: certainly that is the conclusion of public
choice economics.
Can markets deal with the climate change problem?

By contrast, well-functioning markets with appropriate institutions tend to produce benign reactions to emerging problems.
Even though the vast majority of intellectuals think only of
centralised action, there are great benefits in reliance on market
responses, which permit gradual and flexible adjustment to
perceived problems, which tend to act in the right direction (if
not always as quickly as idealists might wish) and which avoid the
restrictions on freedom which are one of the principal external
costs of government action. These market responses are genuine
‘automatic stabilisers’ which work whether central authorities will
them to or not.
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Even apparently massive problems – such as those foreseen
in energy markets in the 1970s and early 1980s – tend to yield to
market forces. Most mainstream economists assume that appropriate market institutions do not exist in the climate change case
because of the property rights problem mentioned earlier, but that
view can be challenged. Even in cases where goods appear to be
‘public’, it may be that the degree of ‘publicness’ is exaggerated.7
If there is general concern that the natural environment
is becoming overused, the effect may be as if it were owned.
Actions by individuals are characterised not so much by narrow
self-interest (in the self-centred sense) but by broader interests
that include concern for family, friends and descendants. Let us
assume that a large part of the population is very concerned about
the world in which their children and grandchildren will grow up.
In such circumstances, one would expect that both consumers
and producers (the latter both spontaneously and as a reaction to
the views of consumers) would act in ways they perceive would
protect their successors. If, rightly or wrongly, a significant part of
the population is concerned that there will be damaging climate
change in the future unless something is done, it will demand and
will be supplied with goods and services that are deemed ‘green’
(in the sense of reducing greenhouse emissions). Market forces
could thus tend to correct an emerging climate change problem.
The ‘perpetual referendum’ that constitutes the market – which
means that people are voting every day by expressing their preferences – will produce votes for ‘green’ outcomes which producers,
in their own self-interest, ‘not from benevolence’ (Smith, 1776: Bk
1, ch. 11), will satisfy.
7
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Already such reactions are widespread. Much marketing
now revolves around green claims. Many suppliers of goods and
services say they are reducing their ‘carbon footprints’. No doubt
some claims are false and others are exaggerated. Nevertheless,
actions to mitigate climate change and its effects are now regarded
as potentially profitable. Consequently, a market reaction in
favour of ‘green’ goods and services is under way. It may be ‘imperfect’ and halting but, if you regard the pursuit of profit as a more
certain mechanism for getting things done than action through the
political process, this market reaction is to be welcomed. Decentralised action appears already to be stimulating the discovery
both of means of making adverse climate change less likely and of
means of adapting to any change that still occurs, promoting the
necessary technology and associated investments. As indicated
earlier, some benign effects may stem from forecasts of adverse
climate change, provided they are not exaggerated, because they
stimulate such decentralised action through markets.
Of course, would-be centralisers, including most of those
who carry out research in the climate change field, do not like
the idea that market forces could be left to cope with the climate
change ‘problem’. Like all pressure groups, they would like to see
their own views implemented through the medium of government. They characterise the market forces route as a ‘do-nothing’
approach. It is certainly not that. It relies on the reactions of
millions of people and it is perfectly possible that decentralised
market forces, resulting from the expression of people’s preferences, are capable of overcoming the major obstacle to adjustment away from any global environmental issues that may be
emerging – the absence of property rights in that global environment (the global commons problem). The absence of an owner of
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the global environment will cease to be a serious problem if a large
body of people in effect become substitute owners and therefore
guardians of the natural environment. It is rational for people to
contribute towards the provision of a ‘public good’, even though
they are supporting freeriders, if they believe it will otherwise not
be provided (de Jasay, 1994).
The apocalypse and practical policy

Once the apocalyptic forecast is seen in context and the likely
failures of government action are recognised, the case for urgent,
centralised action against climate change seems much less
convincing than the conventional wisdom of the day would have
it. Most likely, now – as in the past – many analysts have become
carried away by the results of their models, which purport to look
into a far distant future, and have convinced themselves that they
must embark on a crusade to enlighten others. Dissent must be
discouraged and, in a mild version of the Inquisition, the views of
anyone who questions the conventional wisdom should be disregarded and, if possible, suppressed.
On a cooler view of climate change, a more constructive
approach would be to recognise the huge uncertainties that exist
and to seek flexible means of dealing with the problems that may
arise. Direct promotion by governments of particular ways of
‘solving’ the perceived problems is unlikely to succeed and is only
too likely to have unfortunate side effects, including constraints
on individual freedom. Market instruments, such as carbon
trading systems or carbon taxes, are preferable to direct government action, but it is doubtful whether they can be justified at
present when we can see a spontaneous market reaction in favour
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of ‘green’ products and services. The call for centralised action is
much more about the appearance of being busy than about useful
action against climate change. It runs the risks of major errors,
even in the direction of policy.
A big advantage of relying on markets is their flexibility and
adaptability. Views about global warming will change. We should
beware of assuming that the prevailing scientific consensus will
persist. In the future, warming may appear a more serious issue
than now, in which case markets will enhance the profitability
of ‘greenery’, so reacting in the ‘right’ direction. Or it may seem
less serious, so that ‘greenery’ starts to go out of fashion and the
market again reacts in the right direction. Can we be so confident that the big programmes now being urged by the climate
change alarmists would show a similar degree of adaptability to
changing circumstances? They are all too likely to set communities on courses that are very difficult to alter as the views of climate
scientists change.
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4 Governments and Climate Change
Issues: Questioning a Consensus 1
		 David Henderson

I believe that governments across the world are mishandling
climate change issues. In this chapter I shall consider, first, the
forms that this mishandling has taken, and second, very briefly, a
possible route to improving matters. By way of setting the scene,
I will begin by outlining the present situation and events leading
up to it.
An official worldwide consensus

In relation to climate change issues, there exists a worldwide and
well-established official consensus. With few exceptions, governments are firmly committed to the view that anthropogenic
global warming constitutes a serious problem which requires
official action at both national and international level. A recent
high-level restatement of this consensus position is contained in
the Declaration issued at the close of the G8 Summit meeting in
Heiligendamm in June 2007. In paragraph 49 of the Declaration
the G8 leaders said that ‘global greenhouse emissions must stop
rising, followed by substantial global emission reductions’. They
1
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thus reaffirmed the case for what are often described as ‘mitigation’ policies.
In pretty well every democratic country, this official consensus
is not at all a matter of political controversy: to the contrary, it
enjoys general cross-party support. Indeed, in the world as a
whole I can think of only one political leader who is a convinced
and open dissenter, namely the president of the Czech Republic,
Vaclav Klaus. Governments generally, and opposition parties too
where they exist, have determined that policies designed to curb
emissions are called for, and that the existing array of policies
needs to be extended and reinforced.
This official multi-partisan consensus is not new. Climate
change issues, and in particular the extent and possible consequences of anthropogenic global warming, have been on the international agenda for twenty years or more; and it is now over fifteen
years since governments decided, collectively and overwhelmingly,
that determined measures should be taken to deal with what they
agreed was a major problem. The decisive collective commitment
was made in 1992, through the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which almost all countries
have ratified. The Convention specifies that its ‘ultimate objective’
is: ‘to achieve . . . stabilization of greenhouse gas emissions in the
atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system’. Precisely this form of words
is repeated in the Heiligendamm G8 Summit Declaration.
Since 1992, many governments have acted, at state and provincial as well as national level, and collectively within the European
Union, through what is now a wide range of measures and
programmes, to curb emissions of (so-called) ‘greenhouse gases’.
On the international scene, through the Kyoto Protocol, ‘Annex I’
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countries have undertaken to meet specific targets for emissions
reductions. It is true that these Kyoto-based commitments are
viewed by many as relatively unambitious, or as a first step only,
and that in almost all the countries concerned they seem unlikely
to be met. But the accepted direction of policy remains clear and
unquestioned; and both nationally and internationally new and
far-reaching measures to curb emissions are under consideration
or in prospect.
In taking this line, governments have met with widespread
and increasing public approval. Prominent among the unofficial
sources of support are media commentators on environmental
and scientific issues, scientific bodies, environmental NGOs and,
increasingly, large business enterprises. Let me add that there is
widespread support for the official consensus position among
economists, as evidenced, for example, in the Stern Review (2006)
on The Economics of Climate Change and some of the reactions to it.
As usual, however, our profession is not of one mind.
The basis for consensus

What was it that persuaded governments, fifteen or more years
ago, to take the possible dangers of anthropogenic global warming
so seriously, and what is it that has caused them to maintain
and even intensify their concern? I think the answer is straightforward. From the start the main influence was, as it still is, the
scientific advice provided to them. That advice can and does come
from many sources; but the main single channel for it, indeed the
only channel of advice for governments collectively, has been the
series of massive Assessment Reports produced by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the IPCC.
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The IPCC was established by governments in 1988, as the joint
subsidiary of two UN agencies, the World Meteorological Organ
isation (WMO) and the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP). Its first Assessment Report, which appeared in 1990,
formed a basis and point of departure for the negotiations that led
up to the drafting of the Framework Convention. Since then, the
Panel has published three further such reports. The latest of these,
referred to for short as AR4, was completed and published in the
course of 2007. As with earlier reports, it chiefly comprises the
separate volumes produced by each of the Panel’s three Working
Groups. Between them these volumes come to nearly 3,000 pages,
and some 2,500 experts – authors, contributors and reviewers
– were directly involved in preparing them: I refer to this small
army of participants as the IPCC expert network. AR4 was finally
rounded off with an overall Synthesis Report.
The IPCC does not itself undertake or commission research: the
Assessment Reports review and draw on the already published work
of others. Most of this work is financed by governments, and these
governments thus have their own direct sources of information and
advice: their thinking and actions do not necessarily depend on
what the Assessment Reports have said. All the same, the IPCC’s
work continues to carry substantial weight, with public opinion
as well as the Panel’s member governments, because of its wideranging coverage, its extensive and ordered participation, and the
fact that it alone is designed to serve the world as a whole.
These IPCC reports are unique in their scope. They deal with
the whole range of issues relating to climate change, including
economic as well as scientific and technical aspects. In producing
them, the Panel has brought together teams of specialists drawn
from across the world, and put in place ordered procedures for
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directing and reviewing their work and arriving at agreed final
texts. It has secured for the reports and their conclusions the
acceptance of its many and diverse member governments; and
in consequence, it has helped to guide the thinking of those
governments.
An explicit tribute to the work of the Panel is paid in the G8
Summit Declaration: ‘Taking into account the scientific know
ledge as represented in the recent IPCC reports, global greenhouse emissions must stop rising, followed by substantial global
emission reductions.’
More recently the work of the Panel has received further and
conspicuous international recognition through the award of the
2007 Nobel Peace Prize, which it shared with Al Gore. The citation
for the award says that the Panel ‘has created an ever-broader
informed consensus about the connection between human activities and global warming’; and actually this form of words does not
do justice to the full range of topics that the IPCC covers.
On the basis of the three Assessment Reports that have been
prepared since the Framework Convention was signed, governments have certainly no reason to question the position that
they adopted more than fifteen years ago. To the contrary, these
reports have served to confirm and strengthen that position.
So much for the official and widely accepted consensus and its
basis. Given this background, you might well ask, how it is that
I, an economist and not a scientist, have come to question the
considered stance that so many governments have continued to
take, chiefly on the basis of the scientific advice they have been
given and with substantial and increasing public support. What
justification do I have for taking the line that governments across
the world are mishandling climate change issues?
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Aspects of mishandling: the content of policies

My concerns fall under two headings: first, the basis and rationale
for current policies, the thinking that enters into them; and
second, their actual content, the measures and programmes that
governments have adopted. My main emphasis here is on the
former aspect, but before turning to it I would like to make a
general point about actual mitigation policies.
Many economists – for once, there may even be a consensus –
hold the view, which I share, that policies to curb CO2 emissions
should principally take the form of economy-wide price-based
incentives, through a carbon tax or auctioned tradable permits,
rather than administrative measures. This is the position taken,
for example, in a recent official report from the Productivity
Commission in Australia. The report argues that the core of policy
should be ‘a national emissions price signal’, whether through an
emissions trading scheme or a carbon tax, and that, if such a signal
‘can do the heavy lifting, other directly substitutable measures
should be discontinued . . . ’
Although price-based mitigation measures, chiefly through
emissions trading schemes, currently operate in many countries (and in some subsidiary jurisdictions too), they are far from
providing ‘heavy lifting’. For one thing, the trading schemes have
not involved full auctioning of permits, so that they have been
administered rather than (or as well as) price-based measures.
For another, most of the measures taken have not been price
based. Everywhere, mitigation policies chiefly comprise a long and
growing list of regulatory initiatives – specific grants, subsidies
and tax remissions; specific mandatory targets, as for renewable
energy and biofuel use; detailed specifications for vehicles, buildings and equipment; and town planning directives. Such initiatives
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have been justly described by Martin Wolf, in his Financial Times
column of 16 March 2007, as ‘a host of interventionist gimmickry’.
These wide-ranging interventionist packages give rise to
obvious dangers.
• First, they may pay little regard to the cost-effectiveness of the
measures concerned, so that emissions reductions are made
costlier than they would be if the same results were secured
through ‘uniform prices’: a range of different implicit carbon
prices is created.
• Second, they create an array of opportunities for lobbying
and rent-seeking – as also do emissions trading schemes, as
currently operated.
• Third, they involve, and open up the further probability of,
a range of worrying intrusions on the freedom of people and
enterprises.
In this latter context, the American commentator Paul Driessen
has with good reason made the point that such developments: ‘. . .
would change life as we know it. They would give alarmist politicians, bureaucrats and activists a leading role in every housing,
cooling, transportation, manufacturing, agricultural, business and
consumer decision’.
Foreshadowing doom

The risks of intrusive and even coercive action are heightened by
the alarm-prone treatment of climate change issues which now
prevails in many countries, not least my own. It is widely taken as
established beyond question that humankind is placing the planet
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under dire threat, that further drastic measures of mitigation are
urgently required, and that such measures should extend to the
conduct of individual, family and business life through explicit
and detailed codes of behaviour.
Here are some summit-level instances of what I call the heightened milieu consensus. They go beyond the sober language of the
G8 Summit Declaration:
• Tony Blair, then still prime minister of the UK, commenting
in October 2006 on the Stern Review on the economics of
climate change, said that ‘what is not in doubt is that the
scientific evidence of global warming caused by greenhouse
gas emissions is now overwhelming ... [and] ... that if the
science is right, the consequences for our planet are literally
disastrous’.
• Blair and the Dutch prime minister, in a joint letter of
October 2006 to other EU leaders, wrote that ‘We have a
window of only 10–15 years to take the steps we need to avoid
crossing a catastrophic tipping point’.
• Stephen Harper, prime minister of Canada, in a speech in
2007, described ‘climate change’ as ‘perhaps the biggest
threat to confront the future of humanity today’.
• President Sarkozy of France, in some remarks in May 2007 on
climate change policies, said: ‘We know now that we are the
last generation that can prevent catastrophe’.
Such assertions are not directly drawn from the IPCC Assessment Reports. They are bold extrapolations from the reports,
with a clear presumptive element. They are, however, in tune
with much public thinking, and they are presumably sanctioned
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by the scientific advisers and environmental departments
concerned.
These quotations have brought me to my central and final
theme, which is the beliefs, perceptions and presumptions that
underlie the current policy consensus. This brings me back to the
IPCC. Not all of those who subscribe to the consensus would go so
far as the political leaders that I have just quoted; but all of them,
like the G8 Summit leaders, can point to a large body of scientific
argument and opinion, and in particular to the IPCC and its series
of reports. The Assessment Reports are seen as giving expression
to a worldwide scientific consensus, based on an informed and
objective professional evaluation, and therefore providing a sound
basis for policy. Let me explain why I have come to question this
picture.2
Questioning the IPCC process

Why do governments, and outsiders too, place so much trust in
the IPCC’s role and work? I think that the trust largely results
from the wide and structured expert participation that the IPCC
process ensures. People visualise an array of technically competent
persons whose knowledge and wisdom are effectively brought to
bear through an independent, objective and thoroughly professional scientific inquiry. Indeed, many observers identify the
Panel with the network, as though well-qualified and disinterested
2
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experts were the only people involved.3 The reality is both more
complex and less reassuring.
There is a basic distinction that has to be made between
the IPCC itself and the IPCC process. The process involves three
quite distinct groups of participants. First, there is the Panel
itself, which controls the preparation of the reports. It effectively
comprises those officials whom governments choose to send to
Panel meetings. Generally speaking, these are not high-ranking
persons. They include both scientists and laymen. Numbers are
not fixed, but a typical Panel meeting might involve some three
hundred designated participants. Working directly for the Panel
is the IPCC Secretariat, though this is a small group whose functions are mainly of a routine administrative kind. A more influential body is the 28-strong IPCC Bureau, comprising high-level
experts in various disciplines from across the world, chosen by the
Panel. The Bureau acts in a managing and coordinating role under
the Panel’s broad direction.
Second, there is the 2,500-strong expert network, which,
however, is quite distinct from the Panel itself. There is little or no
overlap between the two bodies.
Last but far from least, there are the government departments
and agencies that the Panel reports to: it is here, and not in the
Panel itself, that the ultimate ‘policymakers’ are to be found. The
relevant political leaders and senior officials within these departments and agencies make up what I call the environmental policy
milieu. In addition, leading members of the IPCC Bureau, past
3

Among leading scientists, one example is the professor at Yale University who
has (wrongly) described the IPCC as ‘a respected international group of hundreds
of scientists’ and as ‘comprised of scientists from 99 countries’ (Ehrlich, 2005:
138, 169).
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as well as current, can also be classed as members of this policy
milieu; and together with the most influential members of the
Panel, these persons make up what may be termed the informal
directing circle of the IPCC.
Policy commitment

Now while the IPCC as such has been formally instructed by
governments that its reports ‘should be neutral with respect to
policy’, this instruction must be intended to refer specifically
and exclusively to the contribution made by the expert network
through the reporting process. The official Panel members,
together with the policy milieu that they report to, are almost
without exception far from neutral: they are committed, inevit
ably and rightly, to the objective of curbing emissions, as a means
to combating climate change, which their governments agreed
on when they ratified the Framework Convention; and in many
cases they are likewise committed to the kinds of policies that
their governments have adopted in pursuit of that objective. As
officials, they are bound by what their governments have decided.
This is the context within which the three successive IPCC Assessment Reports prepared since 1992 have been put together in the
network and reviewed by member governments. The clients and
patrons of the expert network, with few exceptions, take it as
given that anthropogenic global warming is a serious problem
which demands, and has rightly been accorded, both national and
international action.
Not surprisingly, this working assumption is shared by
leading officials in the international policy milieu. Here, among
many cases that could be cited, are three recent examples. They
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are public statements made in February 2007, following the
publication of the report of Working Group I, which forms the
first volume of AR4:
• Dr Pachauri, the chairman of the IPCC, and hence of the
IPCC Bureau: ‘I hope this report will shock people [and]
governments into taking more serious action’;
• Achim Steiner, the Director-General of the UNEP: ‘in the light
of the report’s findings, it would be “irresponsible” to resist or
seek to delay actions on mandatory emissions cuts’;4
• Yvo de Boer, Executive Secretary of the Framework
Convention: ‘the findings leave no doubt as to the dangers
that mankind is facing and must be acted on without delay’.
These are strong assertions, like those that I quoted earlier
from political leaders. In none of them was the wording taken
directly from the report in question: these eminent persons were
going beyond the text, to draw their own confident and unqualified personal conclusions as to the lessons for policy. While they
were fully entitled to form and air these opinions, their statements
were not just summaries of ‘the science’, nor of course were they
‘policy neutral’.
It is against this background, of a policy milieu that is not and
cannot be neutral, and in which leading figures are convinced
that anthropogenic global warming is placing the world under
imminent threat, that some basic features of the expert reporting
process have to be borne in mind:
4

This and the following quotation are taken from a report (3 February 2007) in the
Financial Times.
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• the choice of lead authors for the Assessment Reports largely
rests with the already committed member governments, since
lists that they provide form the starting point for the selection
process;
• complete draft texts of the working group reports go to these
governments for review; and
• it is governments, as represented in the Panel, which sign off
the final versions of the Assessment Reports and amend the
draft Summaries for Policymakers before they approve these
also for publication.
The fact is that departments and agencies that are not – and
cannot be – uncommitted in relation to climate change issues
are deeply involved, from start to finish, in the preparation of the
Assessment Reports.
Errors, omissions and bias

Does this fact put in doubt the expert reporting process? I would
say: ‘no, not necessarily’. I have come to believe, however, that
the reporting process is in fact badly flawed, in ways that reflect
a built-in high-level official bias. Despite the numbers of persons
involved, and the lengthy formal review procedures, the preparation of the IPCC Assessment Reports is far from being a model of
rigour, inclusiveness and impartiality.
In some areas, the expert process has not ensured appropriately broad professional involvement. A case in point is the treatment of statistical issues. A leading American statistician, Edward
Wegman, has noted that:
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The atmospheric science community, while heavily using
statistical methods, is remarkably disconnected from
the mainstream community of statisticians in a way, for
example, that is not true of the medical and pharmaceutical
communities.

As for economics, Ross McKitrick, in written evidence to the
House of Lords Select Committee on Economic Affairs, argued
that after the Second Assessment Report, which appeared in 1995,
‘the IPCC could no longer claim to have the participation of mainstream professional economists’. I think that the subsequent list
of AR4 participants lends support to this view.5
The treatment of economic issues within the IPCC process has
been subject to justified criticism. In particular, a weakness in some
IPCC documents has been the use of invalid cross-country comparisons of output (real GDP), based on exchange rates rather than
purchasing power parities. Just as measures of output over time
within a country or currency area have to correct for changes in the
price level, so cross-country measures of real GDP need to correct
for price differences; and this is done through purchasing power
parity converters. Since exchange-rate-based comparisons do
not allow for cross-country price differences, they give a distorted
picture of the world economy and the course of change within it.6
5
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Professor Wegman’s observation was made in one of his responses to questions
put to him in the course of an inquiry carried out by a committee of the US House
of Representatives. McKitrick’s evidence to the Select Committee is on pp. 262–3
of Vol. II of the Committee’s report, which appeared in 2005.
From late 2002 on, Ian Castles and I jointly put forward a critique of some leading aspects of the IPCC’s economic work, while authors involved in that work
contested our criticisms: these exchanges were published in the journal Energy
and Environment. I reviewed and carried farther the whole debate in a later article
in the same journal (16(3/4), 2005), which among other things sets out the rationale of purchasing power parity converters.
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A basic general weakness is the uncritical reliance on peer
review as a qualifying criterion for published work to be taken
into account in the assessments. Peer review provides no safeguard against dubious assumptions, arguments and conclusions if
the peers are largely drawn from the same restricted professional
milieu. What is more, the peer review process as such may be
insufficiently rigorous. This can be a serious concern when what is
in question is the derivation and processing of large data sets. Peer
review does not guarantee due disclosure of sources, methods and
procedures so that results can be replicated by others.
Failures of disclosure, such as many journals would not tolerate
and which would not be permitted in business prospectuses, have
characterised published work that the IPCC has drawn on. The
most notable case is that of the temperature reconstructions which
entered into what became known as the ‘hockey-stick’ study. This
piece of work, which was prominently featured and drawn on
in the Panel’s Third Assessment Report and afterwards, formed
the basis for a memorable and widely accepted claim that in the
northern hemisphere the 1990s had been the warmest decade of
the millennium, and 1998 the warmest single year. Probably no
single piece of alleged evidence relating to climate change has
been so frequently cited and influential. The authors concerned
failed (and later declined, until eventually strong pressures
were brought to bear) to make due disclosure, and neither the
publishing journals nor the IPCC required them to do so. Similar
problems have also arisen in relation to instrument-based temperature series of which the IPCC reports have made use.
The handling of the disclosure issue by what I call the IPCC’s
directing circle reflects no credit on those involved: they have
failed to acknowledge the problem and take appropriate action. In
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the relevant sections of AR4 the issue is simply evaded. In relation
to this and other questionable features of the reporting process,
the response of the IPCC milieu to informed criticism has typically
been inadequate or dismissive.7
I have now come to think – and the thought was not in my
mind when I first became involved with climate change issues,
more by accident than design, five years ago – that the IPCC
process, viewed as a whole, is not professionally up to the mark.
I think that the main reason for this chronic deficiency is a strong
and continuing element of bias that has always entered into it,
a bias that goes beyond the simple commitment of the official
participants to what their governments have decided.
From the earliest days, most if not all of those directing the
process have shared the conviction that anthropogenic global
warming presents a threat, to humanity and the planet, which
demands prompt and far-reaching action by governments; and
had this not been the case, and known to be the case, they would
not have attained their leading positions within it. To take only the
three current examples just quoted: Pachauri, Steiner and de Boer
would not have sought their respective posts, nor would they have
been seen by UN agencies and member governments as eligible
to hold them, had they not been identified as fully committed
to ‘consensus’ views. The same has been true throughout of the
Bureau and other leading figures. The IPCC process is run today,
as it has been from the start, by true believers.

7

The issues covered in these last few paragraphs – of non-disclosure, non-response,
selective coverage and bias within the reporting process – are treated at length in
an important article by David Holland (Holland, 2007) and more recently by R.
McKitrick (McKitrick, 2008).
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The salvationist context

Some history is relevant here. Within the environmental policy
milieu, there is a generic bias that goes a long way back and
extends well beyond issues relating to climate change. Members
of the milieu, together with their outside allies and supporters,
have typically embraced the beliefs and presumptions that make
up what I have termed global salvationism.8
In the salvationist picture of the world, two elements are
combined. One is an unrelentingly sombre picture of recent
trends, the present state of the world (or ‘the planet’), and
prospects for the future unless governments involve themselves
more closely, and with immediate effect, in the management
and control of events. Within this picture, environmental issues
are treated almost exclusively in terms of problems, dangers and
potential or even imminent disasters, with the presumed harmful
effects of economic growth on current lines as one reason for
concern. The second element is a conviction that known effective
remedies exist for the various ills and threats thus identified: ‘solutions’ are at hand, given wise collective resolves and prompt action
by governments and ‘the international community’. The global
salvationist thus combines dark visions and alarming diagnoses
with confidently radical collectivist prescriptions for the world.
Against this background, the issue of global warming, and the
dangers that it might present, came as a new and powerful reinforcing element to an already established framework of thought.
In pointing to new threats and new ‘solutions’, it has served to
confirm and extend already established salvationist convictions.
Of course, this historical link with questionable salvationist
8
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beliefs can be seen as no more than coincidental: in itself, such an
association does not put in doubt the findings of climate scientists
or the competence and objectivity of the IPCC expert network
and the reporting process. It is possible to accept the present
official consensus on climate change issues, and the IPCC’s latest
Summaries for Policymakers, without signing up to the distorted
picture of the world given in Agenda 21 and its successors. Indeed,
it is not difficult to find strong critics of global salvationist pessimism who nonetheless accept that anthropogenic global warming
is both real and a cause for concern: a prominent example is Bjørn
Lomborg (2001). The close relationship between the IPCC milieu
and its sponsoring departments and agencies, however, together
with the already ingrained salvationist propensities of both,
have, I think, from the start, and increasingly over time, put in
question the objectivity of the IPCC process and hence its claims
to authority. The professional advice that governments continue
to rely on has been, and still is, suffused with bias.
This bias, and the convictions that it reflects, explains the
readiness of the IPCC directing circle to make strong public
pronouncements of the kind I have quoted, which go beyond the
more restrained and qualified language of the Assessment Reports;
to turn an unseeing eye to the disclosure failures and other defects
in the reporting process; and to view with equanimity or approval
the chronic lack of balance that characterises public debate on
climate change issues. These propensities form the background
against which the flaws in the expert reporting process have to be
seen.

The content, history and implications of global salvationism form the main
theme of ch. 4 of Henderson (2004).
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Summing up

In relation to climate change issues, governments have locked
themselves into a set of procedures, and an associated way of
thinking – in short, a framework – which both reflects and yields
over-presumptive conclusions biased towards alarm. These
conclusions form the basis both of current policies, which incid
entally raise problems of their own, and of proposals to take
those policies farther. They go beyond the bounds of professional
consensus; they take as their prime source the results of a flawed
process; and they represent a dubious extension of those results.
Even if the IPCC process were beyond challenge, it is imprudent for governments to place such heavy reliance, in matters of
extraordinary complexity where huge uncertainties remain, on
this particular source of information, analysis and advice. In fact,
the process is flawed, and this puts in doubt the accepted basis of
the established official consensus.
In relation to climate change, there is a clear present need to
build up a sounder basis for reviewing and assessing the issues.
Governments should ensure that they and their citizens are more
fully and more objectively informed and advised.
What can be done?

In considering how the present situation might be improved, the
main focus has to be on governments. It is they that fund major
programmes and decide policies, while only they can reform
the process that they have created and over which they have full
control. In that connection, let me put just one central argument
and point to its implications.
My argument is this. So long as the handling of climate change
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issues is left almost entirely to environmental departments and
agencies there is little or no prospect of reform. A necessary condition for change, albeit not a sufficient condition, is that other
departments of state should become effectively involved.
In particular, since the economic stakes could be high, a
responsibility here rests on the economic departments of state –
treasuries, ministries of finance and economics, and, in the USA,
the Council of Economic Advisers. I am myself a former Treasury
official; and much later, as a member of the OECD Secretariat,
I had close dealings with economics and finance ministries in
OECD member countries. I have been surprised by the failure of
these ministries to get to grips with climate change issues, their
uncritical acceptance of the results of a process of inquiry that is
so obviously biased and flawed, and their lack of attention to the
criticisms of that process which have been voiced by independent
outsiders – criticisms which, I think, they ought to have been
making themselves.
Such a conclusion points to official action on four related
fronts.
• First, governments could improve the advisory process in
general, and in particular the IPCC process within it, by
making it more professionally watertight. For a start, they
should insist on true and full disclosure as a precondition
for published work to be taken into account in the review
process.
• Second, they should no longer presume or aim at consensus.
Rather, they should see to it that, both within the IPCC
reporting process and more broadly, serious differences of
professional opinion are aired.
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• Third, they should consider developing sources of
information and advice that are independent of the IPCC
process, thus bringing to an end the Panel’s virtual monopoly
status as a source of collective advice.
• Fourth, they should broaden the basis of official participation,
so that it goes beyond the existing well-entrenched
environmental policy milieu.
Not all of these lines of action require international agreement: much could be done by individual governments acting on
their own account. If even one or two influential governments
were to question their current presumptions, and act accordingly,
this could change the whole situation.
Postscript

Since the above text was prepared, both the OECD and the IMF
have become more closely involved with climate change issues, in
conjunction with finance and economics ministries within their
member countries. This broader official involvement could have
led to a more informed and less presumptive treatment of the
issues. There is as yet, however, no sign that the opportunity will
be recognised as such, while recent published work by the IMF is
seriously flawed (see Henderson, 2007 and 2008).
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5 Weighing the Present against the
Future: the choice, and use, of
Rates of Discount in the analysis
of Climate Change 1
		 Ian Byatt
In this chapter I cover four issues: first, the use of discount rates
in the Stern Review which exaggerate the costs that may be associated with emissions of greenhouse gases; second, the distortions attendant on the use of discount rates that are well below
those observed in markets; third, the massive difference made
to any estimates of the costs of global warming by using market
rates rather than those used in the Stern Review; and, finally, the
problems of dual discounting that confuse the analysis of policies
both to mitigate and to adapt to emissions.
The issues and the options
Estimates of damage

The conclusion of the Stern Review, that the damage resulting
from not acting now substantially to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases greatly exceeds the costs of mitigation, depends
crucially on its use of very low discount rates based on social time
preference theory.2 While there are many other areas of conten1
2
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I am grateful for helpful comments from Partha Dasgupta, David Henderson,
William Nordhaus, David Simpson, Andrew Tyrie, Martin Weitzman and two
anonymous referees.
Since writing this chapter, Lord Stern’s Ely lecture to the American Economic
Association has been published (American Economic Review: Papers & Proceedings,

tion, the use of higher, and more defensible, discount rates based
on market observations would overturn the key conclusion of the
Review, namely that drastic and immediate action is required to
avoid a situation comparable to two world wars and the interwar
economic depression.3
The costs of not acting are said to be at least 5 per cent of GDP
and possibly as much as 20 per cent of GDP, ‘now and for ever’.
‘Now and for ever’ is, however, simply a expression for the present
value of costs, many of which are forecast to occur in the 22nd
century, discounted at a very low rate, probably the 1.4 per cent
it used for long-term analyses. The use of higher discount rates
would reduce these costs very substantially.
Potential distortion of investment to the detriment of future
living standards

Discount rates also act to influence investment decisions in the
market economy. These discount rates typically include allowance for the risks and uncertainties involved in specific cases.
Any discount rates used in analyses of climate change should
be properly related to wider decisions in the market economy,
where costs are incurred now in order to achieve benefits in the
future. Such investment is not only a matter of expenditure, but
involves anything, such as a tax or restriction on the use of goods

3

2008, 98:2, 1–37). In this lecture, he appears to have adjusted his position and
now talks of ‘an SDR (Social Discount Rate) of 1.5–5%’ (p. 17). This is a wide range,
not fully covered in the simulations in the Stern Review, and, moreover, covering
very different pointers to action, ranging from the immediate and drastic action
advocated in the Review to a much more measured response.
For the other many points of contention, see, e.g., ‘The Stern Review: a dual critique’, World Economics, 7(4): 165–232.
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and services, that involves incurring a cost now, which should
lead to a benefit in the future, in the form of a greater abundance,
or better quality, of goods and services, i.e. of things that make
people better off.
To be worthwhile, a prospective investment should earn a
return that is at least at least as good as the return that would have
been earned on investments that might be displaced, or, in the
jargon of economists, it should cover its opportunity costs. Otherwise it would risk making an inferior use of scarce resources and
so reducing living standards compared to what they might have
been.
While climate change may sometimes lead, for example, to
exacerbation of disease and crop failure, there are many other
ways to deal with such issues and their costs need to be balanced
against the costs of reducing emissions. While climate change
may, in some cases, make us less well off, any crowding out of
investment in other activities – which predominantly take place
indoors – occurring as a result of mitigation policies, will also
reduce both our potential living standards and the available stock
of physical and human capital, compared with what would otherwise have prevailed.

the use of much lower discount rates – 2.1 per cent a year for
this century and 1.4 per cent a year for the longer term. Evidence
presented later in this chapter indicates the dramatic importance
of discount rates in the estimates of costs made by the Stern team
and by others.
The Stern Review argues for the use of low discount rates
on grounds of ‘social time preference’ rather than basing the
argument on the level of returns on capital. This approach
abstracts from uncertainty. It makes a virtue of arguing that
ethical judgements about future generations should be imposed
from above. In these ways it advocates living in a different world
from the market economy that has served us well, economically
and politically, for the last 250 years.
Where there is dispute on numbers as important as these,
sensitivity analysis is essential. Yet none was undertaken until a
technical appendix to a postscript appeared. This showed that an
increase in the discount rate from 1.4 per cent to only 3.5 per cent
would reduce the estimates of the economic cost of greenhouse
gas emissions from 5 per cent to 1.4 per cent of GDP. A wider
range of sensitivities is essential to better public understanding of
the issues.

Differences in rates used

Are we – or is the market – myopic?

A mainstream approach in economics argues that the discount
rate used in investment appraisal should be the reciprocal of the
return earned on physical and human capital – some 5 to 6 per
cent a year, and possibly more, in real terms, i.e. after allowing
for the effect of inflation. These returns allow for project risk and
for uncertainty. The Stern Review is an outlier, recommending

The view that we mortal humans do not pay enough attention to
the needs of future generations is a familiar one. It was raised by
David Hume in the pre-industrial age and still resonates today.
Some argue, for example, that private saving is insufficient to
provide decent pensions (e.g. Munnell and Sass, 2008). But
looking at individual savings, and individual myopia, is only part
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of the story. There are collective processes, working both through
the market economy and through government, that are important
determinants of the final outcomes for both investment and
savings. Governments spend money on facilities such as hospitals,
schools and roads. And in the market economy, we have developed a set of processes that have provided us with results that have
given us, and promise to continue to give us, rates of economic
growth that are unprecedented in human history. Their continuation would provide amply for future generations.
They involve innovation, the testing of innovations in methods
of production and new products in competitive markets, within a
framework of physical and human infrastructure, law and good
civil government. They have raised living standards in market
economies by some 2 to 3 per cent a year – and more during
periods of catch-up, raising living standards by more than sevenfold over a period of 100 years – linked to a dramatic increase in
life expectancy. The Industrial Revolution may have brought us
carbon emissions, but it also brought hugely better living standards for vast numbers of poor and undernourished people – a
process that is still under way.
High levels of investment and saving in both the private
and public sectors have been boosted by international as well as
national factors. Nineteenth-century Britain exported savings on
a massive scale. Currently, savings in China and Japan are fuelling
investment in the USA. But although this process may appear
robust, history has shown that it can be checked, by bad policy
or by damage to international trade. Already there are worrying
arguments for tariff barriers against goods from countries said not
to be doing enough to reduce CO2 emissions.
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‘Dual discounting’ and policies for mitigation and adaptation

There is a wide range of policy options, ranging from technological improvements in existing processes to massive reliance on
renewables, for mitigating, or adapting to, emissions of greenhouse gases. Remedies advocated also include a host of ad hoc
interventions, such as the phasing out of incandescent light bulbs
and insistence on ‘carbon neutrality’ for new housing. Resources
are already being spent on a considerable scale, for example on
wind turbines.
The Stern Review confuses analysis of these matters by
raising the spectre of ‘dual discounting’. If all potential investment projects were to be appraised at the discount rates advoc
ated by the Stern Review, there would be a massive increase in
the number and scale of apparently viable projects in both the
private and public sectors. This would be unmanageable; some
method of discrimination would be required. The Review fails to
face up to this. Are different discount rates to be used for different
projects? Should projects to mitigate climate change, for example,
be appraised at lower discount rates than other activities in the
economy, including activities that will enable us to adapt to
climate change?
Unless there are clear criteria, there is a risk of damage to the
market economy by crowding out investment that would otherwise raise our living standards and increase the stock of capital to
deal with events in the future. There is also risk of comprehensive
government intervention in the decisions of individuals and
companies, involving high costs, blunting incentives, damaging
market processes and generating a series of unintended consequences with adverse effects on living standards – and on political
and economic freedom.
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The use of discount rates based on the return to capital,
however, would enable policies to mitigate climate change, and
to adapt to it, to be incorporated into the workings of a market
economy. They could, for example, as suggested by William
Nordhaus, be approached in a gradualist way by starting with a
relatively low carbon tax. The level of such a tax could, as suggested
by Ross McKitrick, be linked to measured temperature levels.4
The underlying analysis
The need for discounting

Policies designed either to abate the speed of climate change, or
to adapt to its consequences, involve changing the time pattern of
the use of goods and services, typically advancing expenditure by
diverting it from other uses, to increase income or wealth in the
future.5 When examining these trade-offs, discount rates are used
to weight the economic value of the resources used at different
points in time. Because they refer to the valuation of costs and
benefits, not to money, they should be in ‘real’ terms, i.e. adjusted
to remove the effect of inflation.
Social time preference theory

The Stern Review uses very low discount rates, which it derives by
imposing its own ethical considerations within the framework of
social time preference theory.6 This approach involves the use of
4
5
6
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Ross McKitrick suggests linking a carbon tax to the mean tropical tropospheric
anomaly.
Wealth should include the stock of natural as well as physical and human resources.
This modelling originates in a distinguished line of analysis linking work by
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highly stylised long-term economic models that characterise the
economy as a smooth set of long-term relationships. It abstracts
from uncertainty, leaving issues of risk to be handled separately.7
Such a deterministic world bears limited resemblance to the
market world of risk, uncertainty, successes, mistakes and fluctu
ations that we inhabit.
Within its narrow limitations, this abstract and mechanical
approach allows some key variables to be set out in the form of
the ‘Ramsey’ equation. This points to a discount rate based on
(1) pure intergenerational time preference, (2) an assumption
as to the future growth of consumption and (3) a figure for
the elasticity of marginal utility with respect to consumption.
The Stern Review puts the rate of pure intergenerational time
preference at 0.1 per cent, different from zero only because of
the possibility of the extinction of the human race. It puts the
expected growth of consumption at 2 per cent for the current
century and 1.3 per cent for the longer future. It puts the
utility/consumption elasticity at 1.0. This yields a discount rate
of 2.1 per cent for this century and one of 1.4 per cent for the
longer-term future.
The rate of pure time preference and the utility/consumption
elasticity are both intuitively slippery and largely non-observable.
The assumption concerning the growth of consumption should be
systematically related to the growth of GDP that drives the growth

7

Irving Fisher and Frank Ramsey with the development of neoclassical balancedgrowth steady-state equilibrium models following the work of Robert Solow,
Tjalling Koopmans and David Cass. This is not the only way to approach these
matters; see, e.g., Scott (1991).
Martin Weitzman points out that ‘the debate about discounting in climate
change centers on the Ramsey equation, which applies only for a deterministic
world’.
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of greenhouse gas emissions; but such a relationship in the Review
is unclear.
The Review argues that pure time preference is an ethical
matter, without sufficient recognition that different ethical positions can be justified. The number for the utility/consumption
elasticity implies a view about intergenerational distribution, on
which views differ, and where the Review’s own figure appears
inconsistent with the distributional policies that it advocates,
namely the desirability of developed countries bearing most of the
burden of mitigating climate change.
Further problems arise when the combination of the three
numbers in the Ramsey equation diverges from the return on
capital in the economy. As the growth models from which they
are derived are intended to be simplified representations of
market economies, the combination of these parameters should
be consistent with the observed returns to capital. While it may
be legitimate to speculate about the relative importance of the
‘ethical’ and ‘distributional’ components of discount rates, difficulties arise if such arguments lead to the calculation of discount
rates that differ markedly from the evidence available from market
returns.8
If there is such a divergence, a serious problem arises concerning
the measurement of opportunity cost. Allowance needs to be made
for the difference in the form of a premium – or shadow price
– on the cost of displaced investment. This issue is widely recognised and appeared in the global warming literature in a study by
William Cline as long ago as 1992 (Cline, 1992). His solution was to
apply a shadow price of capital; insofar as mitigation expenditures
8
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displace higher-yielding investments. Their initial costs should
be adjusted upwards; he suggests a mark-up of 60 per cent. That
would alone shift the Stern Review estimate of the cost of mitigation from 1 per cent of GDP to 1.6 per cent.
The Review fails to address this issue. It relies exclusively
on the use of discount rates that overemphasise the cost of any
damages resulting from emissions of greenhouse gases while
failing to correct for the opportunity cost of action to mitigate
them. It also raises serious problems of dual discounting for those
concerned with investment appraisal, without any clear guidance
on the practical consequences.
The market economy

In a market economy people are compensated for reducing
consumption, while the existence of profitable investment opportunities ensures that increases of either physical capital or human
capital will increase the income and wealth available for use in
the future. Policies for mitigating climate change must fit into the
way that markets are already setting patterns of resource use. Any
crowding out of investment earning a viable return in the market
will reduce the capability of future generations to deal with challenges coming from climate change.
Different people will have different views about using
resources now and in the future, depending on their preferences
and circumstances.9 Different types of investment in physical
9

These preferences may differ markedly between different people and between
the same people at different stages of their lives, as is shown by their willingness
to pay very high rates for consumer credit, while receiving much lower rates on
savings invested in government bonds.
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or human capital will yield different returns, depending on the
opportunities for profitable innovation, on macroeconomic
conditions and political events. While future generations may face
different circumstances and have different capabilities, we can,
however, expect them, in most, but perhaps not all, parts of the
world, to be considerably better off, on average, than we now are,
and to have accumulated much more physical, human and often
environmental capital than we now have.10
Market rates of discount are determined by the joint effects
of the supply of savings, personal and corporate, and by the
productivity of capital. In a neoclassical world, in the absence of
taxation, when all adjustments have taken place, the marginal rate
of interest earned by savers would equal the marginal return on
capital.11
Pulling together different levels of interest rates, and different
returns to capital, in different time periods and in different parts
of the world, over a time period during which the resources will be
used by generations yet unborn, would be a heroic task. Whatever
numbers are used, to get issues into perspective, and to point to
sensible direction of policy, their use must always be subjected to
sensitivity analyses to test the robustness – or otherwise – of any
policy conclusion.

10 Economic growth of 2.5 per cent/year involves doubling the standard of living
every generation. Over a century, that would involve an increase in living standards by a factor of 12. Provided that people in low-income countries are able to
take advantage of the opportunities for economic growth, they can expect a transformation of their living standards – and their capability to deal with problems.
11 In practice continued innovations increase the productivity of capital, often in a
clustered way involving turbulence and feedback. Economic growth proceeds not
smoothly but, in Schumpeter’s phrase, as ‘a gale of creative destruction’.
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The evidence on returns to capital

For many parts of the world, no reliable estimates are available of
the returns that have been experienced on physical, human and, in
principle, environmental capital – rates that should influence the
discount rates used in studies of climate change. For the USA and
the UK, however, such estimates have been made covering a large
part of the twentieth century. Provided that markets continue
to function well, economic growth should continue and broadly
similar returns should continue to accrue.
Evidence of returns to physical capital in the USA and the UK
indicates returns over the wide span of the twentieth century of
around 5–6 per cent – or possibly more – after adjusting for inflation. Returns to education are comparable with or possibly higher
than those to physical capital. Returns to environmental capital
are more difficult to ascertain, although there is considerable
evidence of environmental improvements, e.g. to air and water
quality.12 The UK experience is similar.13, 14
12 In his recent study, William Nordhaus notes that ‘The real pre-tax return on US
non-financial corporations over the last four decades has averaged about 6.6
percent per year, while the returns to US non-financial industries over the 1997–
2006 period averaged 8.9 percent per year. Estimated real returns on human capital range from 6 percent per year to 20-plus percent per year depending upon
country and time period’ (Nordhaus 2007a: 142–3).
13 Returns to equities over much of the twentieth century averaged about 7–8 per
cent in real terms. These are figures for viable enterprises and may be biased
upwards because they do not take full account of failure. Returns to debt have
been much lower, although past figures are confused by changing expectations of
inflation. The return now appears to be in the range of 2–3 per cent in real terms
for secure bonds.
14 There is a school of thought that believes that for very long-term analyses a lower
discount rate should be used. The Stern Review follows this line of thought, arguing both that uncertainty of estimates of the discount rate will increase the farther ahead that one looks and that the rate of world economic growth will fall.
But low rates of return are not compatible with dynamic and growing economies.
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What will happen in Asia and Africa is more difficult to
predict. Japan and Korea are already developed market economies and the Indian and Chinese economies have taken off into
a sustained period of per capita growth, fuelled by adequate
returns to investment and enterprise. Much of sub-Saharan Africa
and parts of the Middle East present a different picture where
economic growth is impeded by a range of social and political
factors, including malfunctioning governments.
In principle, we should be looking at the ‘social’, i.e. the overall
economic, return, including the taxation of profit, rather than the
‘private’ return to individual economic actors. Spillover effects can
also be important as others may benefit from, for example, investment in educational, health, utility and transport infrastructure.
Any policies to mitigate climate change, but not to adapt to it,
must, however, take place at a global level. The returns achieved
in successful market economies indicate what a viable position
looks like and can, therefore, be used to test policies and to avoid
the damage wrought by inadequately thought through policies.
The current debate on climate change is already throwing
up options, such as carbon neutrality in one or the other of our
daily activities, without raising the question of which would be
cost effective, and which could involve a dissipation of resources
that could be better used either for the more cost-effective climate
change policies, or for ways of increasing our ability to adapt to
it. It would be a major mistake to allow the use of specially low
rates of discount to push us into projects that would put too many
of our eggs into dealing with the future, leaving us impoverished
today.15
15
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The need for sensitivity analysis

Because of the long timescale involved, whatever discount rate
is chosen, full sensitivity analysis should be mandatory. This the
Stern Review fails to undertake. But we can draw on the work
of Martin Weitzman and William Nordhaus and on the limited
sensitivities revealed some time after the first publication of the
Review.
Martin Weitzman (2007) shows that the discount rate used
in the Stern Review, incorporating a near-zero rate of time preference, is the key element leading to the Review’s recommendation of urgent and far-reaching action. Going ‘right to the target’,
his own point-guesstimate of what most economists think are the
correct (Ramsey) parameter values would be a trio of twos for the
pure rate of time preference, the utility/consumption elasticity
and for the growth rate of consumption, giving an overall rate of 6
per cent. This is not significantly different from the overall return
to capital experienced in the US and UK economies.
Martin Weitzman concludes that:
The present discounted value of a given global-warming loss
from a century hence at the non-Stern annual interest rate of
6 per cent is one hundredth of the present discounted value
of the same loss at Stern’s centuries-long discount rate of 1.4
per cent. The disagreement over what interest rate to use
for discounting is equivalent in its impact to a disagreement
about the estimated damage costs of global warming a
hundred years hence of two orders of magnitude.

He argues further that, as the Review estimates the annual costs
count rate significantly lower than those prevailing in the markets for policy analysis is tantamount to asserting that the current level of saving is significantly
too low (Dasgupta, 2007).
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of its abatement strategy as being equivalent to about 1 per cent
of GDP, the question then becomes whether is it worthwhile to
sacrifice 1 per cent of GDP now to remove damages of 5 per cent
of GDP a century from now. The benefit-over-cost ratio of such an
investment at the Stern Review parameter values would be 4:5 – ‘a
clear slam-dunk accept’. ‘The alternative, non-Stern, values would
make it a clear reject’ (ibid.: 708).
He argues that the very logic of the type of model used by the
Stern Review is that the interest rate for discounting costs and
benefits should be the returns to the economy as a whole (ibid.:
712–15): ‘If whatever number is used in any reasonable way represents the returns to the economy as a whole then it will completely
undo the Review conclusions about drastic consumption
smoothing and bring the results back to the much more moderate
take-it-more-slowly climate-policy advocated by the mainstream
critics of Stern’ (ibid.: 712).
William Nordhaus puts a similar case. He concludes that the
key difference between his most recent review (2007a) of the
position on climate change and that set out in the Review is the
choice of a discount rate. For the present century the Stern Review
uses a discount rate of 2.1 per cent, while the Nordhaus study uses
one of 4 per cent.16 This difference, which is significantly less than
the difference between a social time preference rate of 2 per cent
and a market rate of 6 per cent, dramatically changes the present
value of the Review’s estimate of the damage allegedly caused by
climate change because much of the damage would not arise until
the end of the present century and would be much more heavily

discounted by the use of a higher discount rate. At a discount rate
of 4 per cent, damage worth £100 in 100 years’ time is valued at £2
today; at a rate of 2 per cent it is valued at £14.
The Stern Review is not properly transparent on the discount
rates used in its modelling.17 And the only sensitivities released so
far are for a figure of up to 1.5 for both pure time preference and
for the consumption elasticity: these imply discount rates sensitivities of 3.5 per cent and 3 per cent respectively, still low numbers.
No sensitivity is shown for any combination of them, nor to allow
for rates of consumption growth above 1.3 per cent.
Yet this modest use of model simulations substantially reduces
the case for action on the scale envisaged by the Review. The first
change reduces the estimated damage (present value of loss of
GDP) from the 5 per cent quoted as a minimum in the text to 1.4
per cent. The second reduces this 5 per cent figure to 2.9 per cent.
As the cost of mitigation is put at 1 per cent of GDP the Review’s
conclusion could be overturned simply by using higher discount
rates without other changes in the numbers used.
Partha Dasgupta commented on the Review shortly after
publication that ‘the conclusion that I have reached is that the
strong immediate action on climate change advocated by the
authors is an implication of their views on intergenerational
equity; it isn’t driven so much by the new climatic facts the
authors have stressed’. He continues, ‘I can only conjecture that
if the consumption elasticity is set in the range 2–4 . . . the recommendation would be to do a lot less today on climate change.’18

16 Four per cent is a low rate by Nordhaus’s criteria, but shows how apparently
small differences in discount rates make huge differences to the results of climate
change analyses.

18

17

The parameter values used in the Review were obtained by Christopher Monkton, in a personal communication from HM Treasury.
Dasgupta (2007). In a letter to me, he argued that the team should have gone
farther than the 1.5 for the utility/consumption elasticity that they used in the
subsequent postscript.
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In a recent study William Nordhaus (2007b) has illustrated
the importance of discount rates using his own model (DICE).
This has been done by calculating his study’s optimal run – i.e. the
computer simulation that shows the optimal rate of moderation
of emissions for the damage and cost functions used in the DICE
model – using the Stern Review’s discount rate. The assumptions
are the same as in this first run except that the time preference rate
is changed from the 1.5 used in this (Nordhaus’s) first run to the
0.1 per cent used in the Stern Review, and his utility/consumption
elasticity is changed from the 2 used in this first run to the 1 used
in the Review. This dramatically changes the trajectory of climate
change policy. The recommended reductions in emissions in the
second run are much larger, i.e. reductions of 51 per cent by 2025
– because future damages are in effect treated as occurring today.
The social cost of carbon

Another way of looking at this is through the calculations of ‘the
social cost of carbon’: this measures the present value of additional economic damages now and in the future caused by an
additional ton of carbon emissions. This is put in the Nordhaus
study at some $30/tonC, compared with the Stern Review’s
estimate of $80 (ibid.: 165). The postscript to the Stern Review
refers to the results of a simulation conducted by Chris Hope, the
author of the PAGE2002 model used by the Stern Review team,
adopting a discount rate of 4 per cent, published in the Finan
cial Times following the initial release of the Review.19 Chris Hope
found that with the higher discount rate the estimate of the social
19 www.ft.com/cms/s/444ff4ae-788c-11db-be09=0000779e2340.html. Also Hope
(2006).
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cost of carbon would fall by just over half to $40 for the Business
as Usual (BAU) path explored in the Stern Review. Nordhaus also
considers that the major reason for the Review’s high social cost of
carbon and recommendations for sharp emissions reductions is
the use of a low discount rate (Nordhaus, 2007b: 163).
Is there a special ‘ethical’ element to be taken into account?

The ‘ethical’ parameters of the Stern Review need their own challenge. There needs to be powerful reasoning behind any departure of social time preference rates from market behaviour and
observed returns. And any change in one of the parameters implies
changes in one of the others if the resultant rate is to be congruent
with the return on capital. If this is not properly followed through,
the discount rate will become detached from those used in other
parts of the economy.20
To use one discount rate for climate change projects and
another for other projects requires setting up a complex system
of shadow prices to correct for the potential distortion involved
in favouring investment in climate change over other investment,
or some other forms of detailed microeconomic intervention by
government planners.
We also need to ask whether, in a liberal market economy, it
would be sensible to hand over the task of determining a rate of
time preference to wise men who would be tasked to weigh not
only our present preferences and attitudes to future generations
20 As already noted, William Cline (Cline, 1992) advocates a low social time preference rate of discount for evaluating climate change expenditures, but faces up to
the issue of ‘crowding out’ by applying a ‘shadow price of capital’ – suggesting a
mark-up of 60 per cent.
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but their views and preferences concerning generations future to
them.
The ‘wise men’ do not present us with a clear and agreed
position. Wilfred Beckerman and Cameron Hepburn have gone
through the arguments that can be used for adopting one ‘ethical’
position or another and concluded that ‘While . . . the “revealed
ethics” of the marketplace have limited applicability to climate
policy, leaving climate ethics up to elites and philosopher-kings is
similarly inappropriate . . . as, [quoting Isaiah Berlin], disregard
for the preferences and interests of individuals alive today in order
to pursue some distant social goal that their rulers have claimed
is their duty to promote has been a common cause of misery for
millions of people throughout the ages.’ They argue that ‘Stated
preference surveys, behavioural experiments, and methods to
reveal the social preferences inherent in our social institutions’
should be used (Beckerman and Hepburn, 2007).
This would be more consistent with properly engaging the
public in analysis rather than rhetoric. It seems likely, however,
that increases in living standards through continuation of a
dynamic and growing economy with sustainable returns to capital
would score well in such questioning. While some tweaking of
the figures, up or down, provided by observation and analysis of
markets may be justified, it would be a brave, or foolhardy, person
who could claim to take on his or her shoulders the framework
for deriving, handing down and telling us how to use a world
discount rate. It would require either a single world decisionmaker or acceptance by people in all countries of a similar set of
objectives.21

Much more analysis and informed discussion needs to take
place before that would be possible. And any such agreement
is more likely to be possible if it is based on numbers that are
accepted by analysts and recognised in the markets rather than
presumptions that emerge as the latest version of the ‘public
interest’. As far as economists are concerned, Martin Weitzman
argues that ‘. . . Stern deserves a measure of discredit for giving
readers an authoritative-looking impression that seemingly
best-available-practice professional economic analysis robustly
supports its conclusions instead of more openly disclosing the
full extent to which the Review’s radical policy recommendations
depend on controversial extreme assumptions and unconventional discount rates that most mainstream economists would
consider much too low’ (Weitzman, 2007: 724).

21 ‘The normatively acceptable real interest rates prescribed by philosophers,
economists, or the British government are irrelevant to determining the ap-

propriate discount rate to use in the actual financial and capital markets of the
United States, China, Brazil, and the rest of the world’ (Nordhaus, 2007b: 149).

What flows of resources, i.e. of goods and services,
should be discounted at what rate?

The choice of special low discount rates, as recommended in
the Stern Review, for expenditures – and other displacements of
resources – involves deciding what expenditures and what instruments are designed for climate change rather than other purposes.
As virtually all policies in the world of practical politics are
designed to serve several objectives, such a test would be subject
to endless argument. How, for example, would taxes on motor
fuel be classified – are they to reduce emissions, act as a proxy
charge for using the highways, to reduce air pollution or what?
And within the category of climate change policies, how would
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policies to mitigate warming be compared with policies to adapt
to warming? Would measures to reduce carbon emissions be
assessed at a low discount rate while investment in flood control
was assessed at higher ones?22 And if adaptation investments were
to qualify for the low discount rate, how would they be distinguished from other investment? Higher levels of technical skill
could improve our capability to adapt, so should they qualify for
the low discount rate?23
The wider allocation of resources by government that would
be made necessary by setting discount rates well below market
levels in some areas and correcting the results by specifying
shadow prices to allow for the opportunity cost of the resources
used could lead to a planning nightmare.24 Neither the models nor
the information to do the job exist, and even if they did the political process would assuredly determine answers that were based
on specific (and inconsistent) short-term political desiderata.
Such an approach would impoverish us economically, damage
individual freedom and, paradoxically, reduce our ability to deal
with the consequences of climate change.
22 The Review seems ambivalent on this. It argues for a discount rate for ‘scenarios’
that differs from the ‘rate used for a technique of electricity generation’ (nuclear
power?).
23 The UK Treasury has already entered this area by designating a public sector
discount rate of 3.5 per cent – higher than the one used in the Review, but significantly below the productivity of capital. This discount rate is, however, only to
be used to influence the capital intensity of investment. Its volume is determined
otherwise, by the adoption of public expenditure limits.
24 It is arguable that the use of a widespread carbon tax would deal with this issue,
allowing market agents to incorporate the social cost of carbon into their calculations while still using market discount rates. But the Stern Review claims to have
identified two ‘market failures’, one concerning carbon emissions and the other
concerning the use of discount rates’. How they would interact and how policies
to deal with a combination would operate is left for others to work out.
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6 CLIMATE CHANGE, RELIGION AND
HUMAN FREEDOM
		 Alan Peacock 1

well outside the normal area of discourse of economics, starting
from the typologies of organised religion developed by sociologists and originating with Max Weber (an economist in his own
right).
A typology of the climate change issue

Introduction

Critics of the conventional view that science ‘proves’ that, given
present policies, damaging global warming will occur as a consequence of human actions frequently warn that this view is leading
towards adoption of a new secular religion, of a pronounced
ascetic character. The ‘religious’ nature of the campaign is indic
ated by the raising of barriers to entry, supported by eminent
scientists, into critical discussion of the science of climate change.
Such criticisms are regarded in much the same way as established religions view heresy. At the same time, supporters of the
damaging climate change hypothesis fervently advocate stringent
government measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions which
would have a serious impact on individual freedom.
This chapter contends that examination of the analogy with a
religious movement, or rather the apocalyptic aspects of some religious beliefs, has much to reveal about the dangers of an uncritical
acceptance of this new conventional wisdom.2 It therefore moves

The typology used here is a crude adaptation of some of the characteristics of apocalyptic aspects of religious belief identified and
elaborated by Weber and later writers.3
Prophecy

Prophets see the fate of humankind as encapsulated in some
measure of changes in its condition as a consequence of its behaviour. In considering this condition, even the earliest prophetic
statements about progress towards disaster embodied some
material element manifested in plague and famine. The desire to
be more specific arose with the growth in scientific knowledge, and
movements in the standard of living, as measured by real income
per head, have become the point of reference for measurement.4

3
1
2
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The author wishes to thank Ian Byatt, Ian Castles, David Henderson, Nigel Lawson and Colin Robinson for pertinent criticisms of earlier drafts, though not accepting them all.
The president of the Czech Republic, Dr Vaclav Klaus, is one of the few political
leaders who have rejected the conventional view: see his invited evidence to the
US Congressional Committee on Economics and Commerce, March 2007. The

4

robustness of his opposition is epitomised in his opening statement: ‘man-made
climate change has become one of the most dangerous arguments aimed at distorting human efforts and public policies . . . ’ For a penetrating examination of
the growing politicisation of science in the UK and the EC, with climate change as
the major example, see Booker and North (2007), particularly chs 14 and 15.
See Gerth and Wright Mills (1947). The sociology of religion is now a wellestablished branch of sociological investigation. Bruce (2002) offers an admirable account of it. Chapter 7 of the work offers some critical remarks on the
application of ‘market economics’ to the analysis of the demand for religion.
Made possible by the refinement of economic statistics, beginning in the nineteenth century with the improvement in the reliability of population censuses
and the information derived from the administration of taxes, coupled later with
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Because humankind places so much emphasis on the material
basis of welfare, it has always been harangued by prophets who
have claimed that this materialism endangers survival of the
species. There is, however, an interesting difference between
older and more recent prophecies. Older prophets visualised,
for example, that the worship of the Golden Calf (the symbol of
material prosperity) would arouse the wrath of the Deity, who
would punish those who strayed from some prescribed moral
code. Beginning with Malthus, himself a Church of England
parson, it was considered inevitable that the pursuit of material
wealth would bring about its own demise unless a particular moral
code were followed. The growth of material wealth would rise
with population through the growth in the labour supply and the
increase in the capital stock. The stimulation that material wealth
would give to population increase would eventually result in a rise
in the labour supply outstripping the rise in cooperant factors of
production, causing a fall in the rate of economic growth and, in
extreme situations, a fall in real incomes to subsistence levels.5

5
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much more careful definition of the meaning of ‘real income’ and social accounting terms in general. Different definitions of ‘real income’ bedevil discussion of
the climate change problem and international standards of living. See Castles
and Henderson (2003: 415–35). The recognition by the House of Lords Select
Committee on Economic Affairs of the importance of this issue is found in ch.
4 of their Report on the Economics of Climate Change (vol. 1: House of Lords Paper
12–1, Session 2005–06). See also below.
The Malthusian bogey still haunts analysis of human ‘progress’, largely nowadays
among natural scientists with a prophetic bent. The intellectual influence is derived from Darwin, who was a great believer in Malthusianism as an explanation
of population growth in the animal kingdom. The contemporary debate between
natural scientists, similarly influenced, and social scientists is fully discussed in
Lomborg (2001). As long as 50 years ago, the author recalls taking part in a similar debate with Sir Charles Darwin, grandson of his more famous namesake, at a
conference organised by the Institute of Biology. See Peacock (1955).
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In the Malthusian system, human actions are judged by appeal
to some extraterrestrial authority and not by humans themselves,
provided that the authority of those who interpret the judgements
(Moses, for example) is accepted. The source of the judgement on
human actions has now changed, however: population disaster
is now regarded as a consequence of human weakness and ignor
ance and not, as in Malthus’s own interpretation, such weakness
and ignorance fuelled by ‘immoral’ behaviour in producing large
families and thus the lack of ‘moral restraint’, as prescribed by
Christian doctrine. The specification of remedies and their implementation now lies firmly in the hands of man himself.
Sin, salvation and heresy

Sin is recognised in a transgression of some fundamental law
which is designed to separate the ‘sheep’, who conform to the
law, and the ‘goats’, who question or even reject its provenance.
A prophet, followed by a group of disciples, is usually recognised
as the source of transmission of the content of the moral order,
his or her authority often being buttressed by the claim to have
miraculous powers, as evidenced in Moses’s parting of the waters.
The subsequent history of the translation of the moral order into
regulation of the lives of those professing belief in its principles
shows remarkable similarity between different religions of a
hegemonic character, based on revelation – the need to establish
a ritual of worship covering all stages of the life of individuals;
the formulation of practices governing all aspects of individual
life from the food eaten to sexual behaviour; the prescription of
laws to enforce the moral order and to resolve disputes between
its adherents; and the devising of sanctions against those who
117
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lapse from or reject the theocratic rule. The civil authority, from
the monarchy downwards, must bend to the moral order and act
as an agent of enforcement through military action and criminal
law. Perhaps, above all, religious conformity must be a cardinal
element in school and higher education.
We can find parallels between this typology and that of the
present worldwide interest in environmental questions in general
and climate change in particular, where the canons of behaviour
originate from man himself (even if sometimes endorsed by, for
example, Christian preachers). The commandment that we should
change our ways and protect Planet Earth from the ‘ravages’ of the
actions of sovereign consumers and private producers trying to
satisfy their wishes is strongly entrenched in the mindsets of those
who claim to be our legitimate political representatives in national
and international affairs.
Moreover, this mindset has been translated into the transfer
of power to the United Nations (UN) for the responsibility of
formulating policy prescriptions, thus enlarging its role beyond
the resolution of international disputes that could (and do) lead
to military and trade wars, to cover more direct ways of intervening in the personal lives of its members’ citizens. Of course,
international organisations promulgating principles of action
that are meant to have a pronounced influence on individual
behaviour are formally the creatures of the members of the UN
and its satellites such as UNESCO and FAO. As public choice
analysis makes clear, however, their powerful bureaucracies
not only play a crucial role in the formulation of principles but
also conduct the investigations that are designed to guide their
application. As such they are far removed from the pressures
of re-election that apply to national politicians; and politicians,
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if not their officials, are more accessible to and influenced by
interest groups.6
A prime example of an international organisation that has
gained considerable influence on policy is the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which acts as if it had
acquired a monopoly of expertise in the preparation of forecasts
of climate change and its effects. As indicated in David Henderson’s chapter in this volume, its models continue to support the
contentions that greenhouse gas emissions are the major cause
of climate change, that emissions are closely associated with the
growth and changing structure of rich industrial countries, and
that climate change will be detrimental to the world’s prosperity
and will have a more marked effect on that of poorer countries –
unless, of course, collective action is introduced to cut the growth
in emissions.7
The IPCC’s public statements bear comparison with those of
the prophets of old. It unilaterally defines the relationship between
human action and its ‘sinful’ results in the form of the cataclysmic
effect of anthropogenic global warming. Of course, its utterances
are claimed to have the backing of a substantial consensus of
6

7

For an excellent short survey of the empirical support for this statement, see Vaubel (2004; and references therein). The Economist (4 August 2007) contained an
advertisement for the post of Assistant Secretary-General of the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP). It is prefaced with the statement: ‘UNEP is
the leading global environmental authority within the United Nations promoting the environmental dimension of sustainable development and serving as the
authoritative advocate for the global environment’ (emphasis added).
For useful detail on the role and development of the IPCC and critique of its conclusions, see Bradley (2003: pt IV and passim). For further detail, see the excellent
critique of the ‘gap’ between the ‘consensus’ evidence and its interpretation in the
Stern Review and the IPCC itself in Henderson (forthcoming). Essential reading
for those interested in the politics as well as the science penetrating the IPCC
procedures is Holland (2007).
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natural scientists, and are not derived from some form of mysticism
designed to be the source of divine revelation. It is already beginning to point the way to ‘salvation’ by prescribing the methods for
ensuring compliance with the wishes of those countries seeking an
international agreement on tackling climate change. Those who
express doubts and reservations about the IPCC’s conclusions risk
being charged with the equivalent of ‘heresy’.
Crime and punishment

In established religions, there is usually some allowance made for
those who confess that they have broken the moral laws and are
willing to submit to some form of punishment in expiation, geared
to the magnitude of the sin. Human weakness may be treated with
various degrees of leniency, but human obstinacy that questions
the assumptions made by a religion on man’s nature and practices
and the ethical basis of its faith must be firmly opposed and, in
circumstances where freedom of choice of religion is prohibited,
must be rooted out. Severity in this process of elimination of
opposition has extended from engagement in public debate with
opponents to the use of torture and execution, ‘pour encourager les
autres’.
Coming back to Dr Klaus’s fears, an interesting issue is
whether we now see the beginnings of a secular version of a moral
code in which the necessity for controlling climate change, and
even particular methods of control, is regarded as imperative.
If such a code is appearing, and as a consequence there is a list
(albeit implied) of ‘heresies’, significant additional constraints on
individual behaviour may appear and Dr Klaus’s fears should be
matters of serious concern. In the past, religious beliefs have been
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used to suppress human freedom – though arguably mainstream
religious beliefs are perfectly compatible with human freedom.
There is a case for saying that, at the present time, climate change
is being used, as religious beliefs have been used in centuries past,
as a rationale for curtailing freedom.
Climate change and individual freedom

As well as considering Dr Klaus’s worries from the standpoint
of the sociology of religion, it is useful also to place present-day
views about the effects of climate change in historical context by
considering some noteworthy features of the growth of the supply
of science and its effect on views about climate change.
1) The growth in scientific knowledge that gradually replaced unprov
able prophecy that took it for granted that the earth was the centre of
the universe.
This is a remarkable story, given the intense opposition of religious orders in the power structure of governments.8 In striking
contrast to the situation today, famous scientists, such as Halley
and Newton, relied on the Crown and their advisers to protect
them from attempts to have them branded as heretics.
8

The author is acutely conscious of the personal sacrifices this entailed, being a
Corresponding Fellow of the Italian Academy (Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei)
founded by Galileo and his scientific colleagues. After Galileo was forced to recant his views on the orbiting of the earth round the sun, the Accademia was
banned by the Pope. Restored after the Risorgimento in the nineteenth century,
it was again dissolved by Mussolini because of its refusal to expel members who
opposed fascism and then revived after World War II owing to the sterling efforts
of Croce and Einaudi, who became the president of the Italian republic. For a further reminder of the risks of persecution by the Church faced by British natural
scientists, see Kealey (2005: 44–7).
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2) The reduction in the costs of communication of scientific ideas.
This was produced by the expansion of the popular press from the
late nineteenth century onwards and the growth in knowledge of
the public through public education and the popularity of local
scientific societies.9 Today there is an extensive international
market in popular scientific periodicals, novels and topical broadcast programmes.
For many years, scientific pronouncements have been
regarded as newsworthy. For example, on 21 June 1898 the Wash
ington Post contained the following report under the heading ‘Only
400 years’: ‘Lord Kelvin, the eminent scientist, has not added to
the mirthfulness of nations by announcing that in four hundred
years the oxygen now virtually free in our atmosphere will be used
up, and the inhabitants of the earth will die of suffocation from
carbonic acid gas ...’10
The sheaf of reports on the inferences drawn from detailed
experimental and empirical investigation, particularly if they
attribute some natural disaster to global warming, now receive,
however, more respectful attention from the popular media than
they did in Kelvin’s day. In short, supply has created its own
demand, as in many other products or services that have become
widely available.
9

In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, literary journalists often made
fun of the claims of science. Of particular interest is Samuel Johnson’s young Ethiopian prince, Rasselas, in the novel of that name, who escapes his family in order
to see the world and becomes friendly with an ageing astronomer of awesome
reputation. The astronomer takes him into his confidence and explains that his
main worry is that when he dies there will be no one to look after the universe!
The same illusion can be found among those who spend their professional lives
as economic forecasters and may come to believe that somehow they control the
economic variables whose movements they attempt to predict.
10 I am indebted to Professor Oliver Penrose, FRS, for this information.
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3) The tendency of scientists to advocate government ‘remedies’.
Public interest in the contribution of science lies primarily in what
it can tell us about the material basis of human welfare. Science
offers not only new discoveries but the prospect of avoiding
problems that appear to be detrimental to human welfare, such as
‘overpopulation’ and ‘over-exploitation’ of non-renewable sources
of energy. As these activities seem directly controllable by human
beings, it is inviting to scientists, anxious to show how their efforts
can help humankind and tempted to predict what would happen
if human beings do not control their numbers or economise in
non-renewables, to advocate remedies that involve government
action. The fact that their predictions have gone horribly wrong
and persistently so (see Russell Lewis’s chapter in this volume)
has not prevented a coalescence of scientific endeavour to offer
a further sensational explanation of how humankind endangers
itself through the generation of greenhouse gases and their baleful
influence on the atmosphere. In making their prescriptions,
scientists tend to ignore important issues such as the relative efficiencies of governmental and non-governmental measures and
unresolved questions centring on whether or not industry itself
and those affected by pollution can solve the question of cost and,
if need be, that of compensatory arrangements without recourse
to elaborate government intervention.11
The present demand for action on climate change is closely
bound up with the development of science, including its contribution to rapid changes in broadcasting technology, and with the
respect now accorded to the pronouncements of scientists. The
striking increase in prosperity in Western-type democracies, the
11

For further discussion, see Peacock (2003) and references therein.
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concomitant growth in demand of the public for scientific know
ledge in popular form, and the combination of a wider spread
of education with a wider franchise have been other powerful
influences.
Although one can trace public concern for the physical
environment back at least to Victorian times,12 its operational significance in public political support for control of the
environment is a fairly recent phenomenon. Public choice analysis
would indicate that if there are votes for elected representatives in
control of the physical environment, such votes may be consolidated by drawing on the consciousness of the public that there is
strong support among eminent scientists for stringent measures to
control climate change. The growing acceptance of such measures
is all the more remarkable given that such measures impose costs
on voters now in the expectation of benefits very far into the
future. A somewhat cynical view might be that fear offers a useful
strategy for diverting attention away from other worries about
everyday life ascribed to government inefficiency or neglect.
Is individual freedom under threat?

In considering Dr Klaus’s striking claim that environmentalism is
replacing Marxism as the ideological opponent of liberalism, one
has to emphasise that the debate is not about economic systems
that are based on global economic planning versus the capitalist
system.
It is sometimes claimed that ‘uncontrolled pursuit of profit’
12 Economists may remember the purple passages in Mill (1848: Bk IV, ch. VI) on
the limits to economic growth, and his plea for preserving the natural environment. See further Peacock (2003: 2–3).
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has led to methods of wealth creation that ignore the ‘negative
externalities’ created in the form of various forms of pollution,
with carbon emissions and other greenhouse gases now ascribed to
‘capitalist’ greed. Capitalism cannot, however, be so clearly identified with adverse climate change. The volume of pollution may be
a positive function of economic growth but economic growth, as
conventionally measured by a national income indicator, is independent of the dominant economic system in a particular country,
whether capitalist, socialist or ‘mixed’. If there are any marked
differences between the ‘pollution coefficients’ under different
forms of economic organisation, the reason will lie primarily in
the composition of the capital stock. We would expect that major
economies which in the twentieth century were ‘planned’ (such
as China and Russia) would have older capital stocks, implying
(other things being equal) higher pollution per unit of output than
those in contemporary Western-type economies.
In liberal political philosophy, the starting point is that individual freedom is the goal of policy, recognising that the term is
difficult to define with any precision and that one can never be
certain that the chosen means of achieving individual freedom will
work as devised and that, as individual freedom entails equality
of political rights, the aim and the methods will be acceptable
to those exercising these rights. If such methods are rejected by
the electorate, the only remedy for the liberal is to try persuading
voters that they are wrong.
There is a marked contrast between a liberal approach to the
issue of climate change and the prevailing doctrine that dominates
the policies now being adumbrated for worldwide application
which assume that the scientific evidence is watertight. The issue
under discussion, however, as raised by Dr Klaus, is whether the
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attempts to pin down the large majority of nations to accepting
these policies represent a kind of ideological struggle. The analysis
in this chapter confirms that there are indeed features of the
climate change debate that support his case.
There are two such features in particular. The first is that,
taken in the round, the adoption by governments of the IPCC’s
position and the alleged ‘consensus’ view on the immediacy of
global warming and its supposed detrimental effects on human
welfare amount to registration as members of a movement with all
the main characteristics of a religion. Furthermore, this movement
does not permit competition from alternative ‘religions’ – that
is, from codes of moral practice that offer a different path to
‘salvation’. In economists’ language, an attempt is being made
by influential natural scientists, notably in the UK, to claim that
‘freedom of entry’ into the arena of serious scientific discussion of
climate change is to be strongly resisted. Of course, the situation
has not yet been reached where one is absolutely forbidden from
expressing a dissenting view. Nevertheless, support for climate
change policies that entail a panoply of controls of individual
behaviour in the name of ‘saving the planet’ embraces some of
the top brass of the Royal Society, who appear to be using the
professional authority of the Society to conduct what amounts to
a witch-hunt of scientists of equal distinction who dissent from
their conclusions. This was particularly notable in the Royal Society’s attempt to stop Exxon/Mobil from funding those organisations which, in the view of the Royal Society, promoted a position
that exaggerated the extent of uncertainty about the impact of
greenhouse gas emissions.13
13
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See, for example, the original correspondence at http://royalsociety.org/landing.asp?id=1278.
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At least as serious an attempt to suppress ‘heresies’ occurred
when Bjorn Lomborg’s book The Sceptical Environmentalist (2001)
was published. Interestingly, Lomborg does not dissent radically
from the consensus views on climate science, suggesting that
even minor transgressions from doctrine are regarded as heresy.
Lomborg does dissent, however, from the view that the existence of man-made warming necessarily justifies wide-ranging
government action because he believes that such action might
prejudice the living standards and environment of people who
are poor today. A large number of scientists from a number of
different countries tried to get Cambridge University Press (CUP)
to withdraw Lomborg’s book from publication (effectively to pulp
it), despite the fact that it had gone through the most rigorous
process of peer review. The pre-publication reviewers of Lomborg’s book had a variety of perspectives on the global warming
debate, and were highly qualified, and they all regarded the book
as an important contribution to the debate. The specific means by
which they put pressure on CUP were most certainly reminiscent
of aspects of the Inquisition.14 A third example, less well documented, of the attempt to suppress ‘heresies’ relates to the recent
publication of Nigel Lawson’s book (2008), which, according to
the author, was rejected by every British publisher before being
accepted by a US publisher.
There are two disturbing aspects to these kinds of activities.
The first is the refusal to engage in serious discussion of counterarguments to the science, including the economics, of climate
change.15 The second is their conspiratorial view of the motivation
14 These incidents have been fully and meticulously documented in Harrison (2004:
357–68).
15 Readers can judge for themselves by the articles on both the science and econom-
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of their intellectual critics and opponents.16 A further strategy
entails the attempt to extend the ban on freedom of entry into
both the analysis and policy of climate change discussion by
the formation of a professional cartel of National Academies of
Science and the constant repetition of the mantra that ‘consensus’
among scientists, whatever that implies, is firm evidence that their
predictions of impending, though distant, disaster must therefore
be sound.
Another disturbing development is the deliberate attempt
to impregnate school education not only with a sensationalist
approach to the science of global warming but also with a secularist moral philosophy. Both produce the modern equivalent of
a religious movement that cannot countenance any competition –
there is only one route to ‘salvation’. There is growing evidence in
the UK that this form of environmentalism is replacing other forms
of teaching on ethical issues, whatever their particular religious or
humanistic origins. There can be no objection to explaining how
our individual actions affect the welfare of others and offering
homely examples that may encourage healthy attitudes towards,
ics of climate change, following the appearance of the Stern Review, in World
Economics (7(2), 2006, and 8(1), 2007).
16 Expressed by senior figures in the Royal Society in different ways, depending
on their audience. Sir David King is reasonably polite about opposition to the
establishment view in his evidence to the House of Lords Select Committee on
Economic Affairs, vol. 2, Evidence, pp. 96–106. Sir Martin Rees, president of the
Royal Society, in his speculations offered to a more general public on the survival
prospects of the human race, actually describes Dr Bjorn Lomborg, author of The
Sceptical Environmentalist (2001), as ‘an anti-gloom environmental propagandist’
(Rees, 2003: 109). The prize for taking a conspiratorial view of dissentients must
be awarded to Lord May (2007), previous president of the Society. Ian Castles has
reminded me that back in 2001 Lord May successfully canvassed several national
academies to have them denounce those governments that did not accept the
establishment view that entailed support for the Kyoto Protocol.
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say, waste disposal and energy conservation. It is another matter
altogether to claim that those who have doubts about the timing
and extent of climate change are ‘mad, bad and dangerous to
know’.17 Those of a liberal disposition may well conclude that
there is evidence that the progress of environmentalism as an
ideological force has reached the stage where its practical influence has become close to that of a monotheist religion. It would
certainly be a strange irony to find that the Royal Society had now
become enjoined to root out the ‘heresies’ of sceptics, having been
itself accused of heresy in the years of its origin.18
Optimists will claim that ‘true science’, including economics,
will win through in the end and before too much damage is done.
National and international governmental measures, based on
long-term forecasts of climate change and incomplete models
of the causal relationships between greenhouse gas emissions,
climate change and economic consequences, will nevertheless be
17

18

Mr David Miliband, when Secretary of State for the Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs, claimed that ‘the science has been decided and the economics will
follow’. It was Mr Miliband who persuaded the Labour government to distribute
a CD to all British state schools of Al Gore’s tendentious film An Inconvenient
Truth, now glamorised by the award to him of the Nobel Peace Prize. Even Lord
May has called Gore’s work ‘glossed-up Power Point presentation’ (2007: 3). Presumably Lord May would agree with Mr Justice Burton’s High Court decision
that this film should not be shown in schools without a hearing given to the other
side of the argument.
In June 2007, the Royal Society issued Climate Change Controversies: A Simple
Guide, particularly commended by its president, Lord Rees (see his letter to
The Times, 24 October 2007). It is designed as a corrective to ‘those who seek
to distort and undermine the science of climate change’ (Preface). No empirical
estimates are given to support the predictions of global warming; the members
of the Royal Society responsible for its drafting are not identified; nor are those
whom they attack. The reader would be tempted to conclude that the Guide reads
like a latter-day papal encyclical, but with the difference that encyclicals do not
claim infallibility. I am glad to find a simultaneous criticism by Freeman Dyson
(Dyson, 2008), one of the USA’s top physicists and, significantly, also an FRS.
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effective in changing behaviour without significant adverse effects
on freedom. No doubt that is a possible outcome and I hope these
optimistic expectations will be fulfilled. But, on a more sober view,
we should be wary of the dangers to individual freedom inherent
in the present consensus about prospective climate change and
how to deal with it.
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7 Which Policy to Address Climate
Change?
		 Julian Morris

Falsehoods and non sequiturs abound in discussions of
climate change: often they are found together. So, for example, it
is frequently asserted that ‘the science is settled’ (a falsehood) and
that, therefore, ‘drastic measures are required to avert catastrophe’
(a non sequitur). In this chapter, I briefly consider the question of
what we know about climate change, before moving on to discuss
a range of policy options that might be considered in response to
what we know.
What do we know about the science of climate change?

The science of climate change is far from settled. Arguably, it will
never be settled. If climate is indeed a chaotic system,1 as it seems to
be, then it is unlikely that we will ever be able perfectly to describe
all the relationships between different variables in the system. Nor
are we likely ever to have sufficiently accurate measurements of
those variables at any point in time such that we would be able
accurately to forecast far into the future. The best that we can
hope for is models that will provide estimates of boundary values
for the system. But we are a long way from a model that does this
accurately (Green and Armstrong, forthcoming).
1
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That is, chaotic in the technical sense of the word.

One of the reasons we are so far from having reliable estim
ates, even of boundary values, for the climate is that climate
science is a relatively young discipline. But it is developing rapidly:
hundreds of papers are published every year addressing all aspects
of climate, from analysis of Antarctic ice cores, to models of the
behaviour of water molecules in the tropopause. In contrast to the
claims of consensus, however, there continues to be substantial
disagreement on many important aspects of the science of climate
change.
In the past few years, there have been major disagreements
over many issues, including:
• The variability of global mean temperature since ad
1000, with some analysts claiming that the recent rise in
temperature is unprecedented during that period (Mann
et al., 1998, 1999), while others have shown that no such
conclusion can be drawn: the result is an artefact of poorly
constructed statistical modelling techniques (McIntyre and
McKitrick, 2003; Wegman et al., 2006).
• The variation in (North Atlantic) hurricane numbers and
intensity since about 1900, with some analysts claiming that
hurricanes have become more common and more intense
(Emanuel, 2005a, 2005b), while others have pointed out that
such a result ignores earlier data that show that hurricane
numbers follow a cycle and do not increase in number as a
result of global mean temperature (Goldenberg et al., 2001;
Pielke, 2005; Landsea, 2005; Vecchi and Soden, 2007).
• The extent to which human-induced warming has and will
affect the incidence of vector-borne disease, with some
analysts claiming that warming has already caused a rise in
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malaria (Patz et al., 2002; Epstein, 1998; Haines and Patz,
2004), while others have shown that this is contradicted by
the evidence (Dye and Reiter, 2000; Reiter, 2001, 2005).
The parameters of current climate ‘forecasting’ models are
derived from moderately accurate data going back just over a
century. Graphical representations typically show the relationship between historical temperature data and model outputs.
Given that the models are parameterised using the same data with
which they are compared, it is not surprising that they achieve
a reasonable fit. This is no indication of their ability to forecast
the future. To the extent that any model forecasts have been
tested (i.e. comparing forecasts to data outside the sample used
to parameterise the model), they have performed poorly, with
actual temperatures coming in at the very bottom of the range of
forecasts, suggesting upward bias in the models (Lindzen, 2005;
Houghton, 2005; Watson et al., 2001).
To complicate matters, such forecasts of future temperatures
are necessarily dependent upon accurate forecasts of future emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs), which are inevitably no more
reliable than any other forecast of human behaviour. Anyone
familiar with economic forecasts knows just how poor their record
is in forecasting even a year ahead, let alone a decade ahead. No
serious economist would try to forecast a century ahead because
they know that practically all the variables affecting the structure
of the economy are likely to change over that period. For example,
it is difficult to imagine what a forecaster might have come up
with in 1908 had they attempted to predict the state of the world
in 2008, but it is unlikely to have been anything like the world we
actually inhabit. Alarmists of the day might have been concerned
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about the availability of coal and the implications of rising levels
of horse dung.
Furthermore, it is plausible that in the next 50 years various
technologies will be developed that will result in dramatic reductions in greenhouse gas emissions as well as cost savings. If so, the
relationship between economic growth and emissions will be quite
different from that envisaged in the more alarmist IPCC scenarios.
It may be that some additional incentives are necessary to stimulate those developments – about which more later – but it is also
plausible that such changes will occur spontaneously.
Consider some of the new technologies developed during the
past half-century which, often in combinations not envisaged at
the time of their development, have had unimaginable impacts on
our lives. A good example is the laser, which turned out to have
uses far beyond those originally envisaged when it was developed
in the late 1950s. Lasers are now widely used to write and retrieve
data on optical disks. In addition, and perhaps more importantly,
they are used to transmit data through a worldwide network of
fibre-optic cables. In combination with widespread ownership of
personal computers, a set of protocols that enable efficient and
effective transmission of data (TCP/IP), and programs that enable
user-friendly data transmission, lasers have transformed the way
information is transmitted.
In the process, these technologies have substantially reduced
the resources required to record and transmit information.
Emails save not only on paper but on oil and other resources that
are used to cart letters and packages from one place to another.
Downloading songs reduces the amount of resources required
to deliver music from the producer to the consumer (including
the resources embodied in an LP or CD, as well as the resources
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required to move physical discs from manufacturer to wholesaler
to retailer to consumer). Yet data recording, retrieval and transmission were not envisaged as one of the uses for lasers when they
were first developed.
Given the likelihood of similar – and similarly unimaginable –
combinations of innovations occurring over the course of the next
50 years, it seems the height of arrogance to suggest that we might
realistically predict future emissions in any meaningful way. It
can fairly be asserted, therefore, that estimates of future global
warming are subject to considerable uncertainty.
‘Insuring’ against global warming

The substantial uncertainty relating to the extent and impact of
current and future anthropogenic global warming (AGW) has
been interpreted by some as justification for taking urgent action
(Stern et al., 2006). The argument is made that since we do not
know how bad future warming will be, it is worthwhile investing
an amount now to prevent harms in the future. Sometimes this
is described as an ‘insurance policy’. For most proposed policy
responses, this description is inaccurate and misleading.
If we knew that the policy would pay out in the future in
response to specific but unforeseen events materialising, the term
‘insurance’ would be correct. If we knew that the policy would
substantially reduce the probability of specified harms occurring, or substantially reduce the extent of those harms should
they occur, the term would also be correct. Most climate-related
policies advocated under the header of ‘insurance’ do neither,
however.
For the most part, advocates of ‘insurance’ against climate
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change argue simply that the threat of dangerous climate change
justifies limiting human emissions of GHGs such as methane and
carbon dioxide. Rarely is any effort made to examine the relative
merits of alternative policies. When it is, the conclusion is usually
swiftly arrived at that the possibility of alternatives, such as adaptation or geoengineering, must not be used as an excuse not to
reduce GHG – or even more specifically CO2 – emissions.
Given the uncertainty of the relationship between GHG
concentrations and climate, it is far from clear that even drastic
reductions in GHG emissions will have much impact on the
climate. Meanwhile, Lomborg (2001: 304) estimates that the
Kyoto Protocol, if adhered to strictly by all signatories until 2100,
would delay the warming predicted by the IPCC by six years
(about 6 per cent). Notwithstanding the doubtful validity of the
IPCC’s predictions, that does not sound like a very effective insurance policy.
Consider the following analogy. Suppose that we plan to take
a trip on a highway with our young daughter. We want to protect
our daughter from experiencing a serious head injury during the
journey and are offered two ways in which we might achieve that.
First, we could put her in a high-backed booster seat and ensure
that the seat belt is correctly fitted. Second, we could reduce our
speed by 6 per cent, from 50 to 47 kilometres per hour. Evidence
suggests that the booster seat and belt will substantially reduce the
likelihood of severe injuries during a crash (Durbin et al., 2003;
Arbogast et al., 2005). By comparison, the reduction in speed by
3 kilometres per hour will make little difference to the probability
of crashing and practically no difference to the probability of head
injury should a crash take place (e.g. Moore et al., 1995; Morrison,
2001). Of course, we could put our daughter in a booster safety
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seat and reduce our speed, but the net effect will be little different
from simply putting her in the seat.
To those who say to the Lomborgian criticism, ‘Yes, but that’s
because we’re not doing enough to slow emissions of greenhouse
gases,’ here’s the rub: the slower you make the car go, the longer
it takes to arrive at the end of the journey; and if the journey is
worthwhile (which presumably it is), then that may well be a bad
thing.
Suppose we are driving our sick daughter to hospital for an
urgent operation. The effect of slowing our speed is to increase
the likelihood that we arrive too late for the operation and our
daughter dies. Now, while reducing our speed by 5 kilometres
per hour may reduce that possibility less than if we slow the car
to a crawl, it nevertheless undeniably increases the overall probability of her dying (the reduction in probability of arriving at the
hospital on time far outweighs the minuscule reduction in the
probability of crashing). Clearly, reducing the speed of the car to,
say, 30 kph will have a substantial impact on the probability that
we will arrive in time to save our daughter.
Applying this reasoning to the climate change problem: if
we try to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases too dramatically,
we will slow the economy down and that will harm people both
directly and indirectly. Meanwhile, if we slow emissions by 6 per
cent or so, we will have little impact on the likelihood of cata
strophe but will still hamper economic growth.
It is said that the people most likely to be affected by climate
change are the poor. This is plausible, since the poor are currently
most subject to the whims of the climate (drought, flood, heat,
cold, storms, and so on) and are less inherently resilient to
change. So, if as a result of restricting emissions of GHGs we slow
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the economy generally, which is likely regardless of the extent of
the emissions reduction but is certain for large reductions, we will
almost certainly slow down the progress of the poor. In essence,
we will condemn them to continued suffering.
Adaptation: insuring against the impacts of climate
change

When considering the best policy to address climate change, it
seems reasonable to begin by asking what impact climate change
is likely to have. The Civil Society Coalition on Climate Change
recently commissioned three papers that seek to answer that
question. The first (Southgate and Songhen, 2007) looks at the
impact on agriculture (and food) and forestry. The second (Reiter,
2007) looks at the impact on human health. The third (Goklany,
2007) looks at the impact of natural disasters.
Doug Southgate and Brent Songhen (2007) looked at how
food production and forestry have changed in the past 100 years
and how they might change in the coming century in response to
a 1–4° Celsius rise in global mean temperature. After showing that
the past 100 years have seen a dramatic rise in productivity in both
agriculture and forestry, they conclude that the impact of even a
4° Celsius rise in temperature is unlikely to reduce productivity
considerably. The reason is simple: as long as individuals and
companies continue to be able to make investments in the development of new technologies, agricultural and forestry productivity will continue to outpace population growth. There may be
some changes in the value of land in different parts of the world,
but the net effect of climate change is likely to be small compared
with the net effect of technological change.
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One caveat is worth making, however. There are barriers to
adaptation, many (perhaps most) of which come from government intervention of one kind or another. For example, government ownership of land and water leads to perverse, inefficient
and often environmentally less suitable uses of them. When land
and water are owned privately, the owners have incentives to
put those resources to their highest-valued use: that often means
putting in place effective conservation measures, using water efficiently, putting in place firebreaks in forests, and so on. Government regulations on land uses often have a similarly detrimental
impact, since they preclude many private sector innovations.
Likewise, government subsidies often have perverse consequences,
such as encouraging the production of crops unsuitable to the
terrain and over-abstraction of water. Southgate and Songhen
argue that adaptation will take place most rapidly and at least cost
if government gets out of the way.
Paul Reiter (2007) analysed the supposed impacts of climate
change on health. He found that, contrary to claims made by
Epstein (1998), Patz et al. (2002) and the WHO (2005), rates of
malaria have not risen as a result of climate change. Rather, in
wealthy countries, malaria rates have declined dramatically as a
result of a combination of, inter alia, changes in animal husbandry
practices (people no longer live close to animals), drainage of
swamps (where mosquitoes breed), the use of insecticides and
larvicides, and the use of air conditioning. Meanwhile, in poorer
countries, malaria rates declined after about 1960, in large part as
a result of using DDT and other insecticides, but are now rising
again, in large part because of reduced usage of DDT.
Other health impacts are also highly dependent on wealth,
with people in richer countries generally being far less susceptible
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to death as a result of extreme temperatures than people in poor
countries (Keatinge, 2004; Rayner and Malone, 1998). Thus, an
increase in wealth is, by itself, likely to reduce the rate of mortality
from extreme temperatures because people will be better able to
afford clean and efficient heating and cooling systems, as well as
having greater access to medical facilities. But increased wealth
also brings the capacity to invest in other strategic diseasereducing activities, such as more effective preventive measures for
vector-borne diseases.
Notwithstanding the importance of enabling wealth generation, there are other measures that, if taken now and over the
course of the next few decades, will dramatically reduce the
likelihood that any AGW would cause an increase in mortality.
Those measures include expanding programmes that have been
demonstrated to reduce the incidence of diseases such as malaria.
For example, spraying the inside walls of huts with small quantities of DDT has been shown to reduce malaria without adversely
affecting human health or the environment (Attaran et al., 2000;
Roberts et al., 2000; WHO, 2006).
Indur Goklany (2007) shows that mortality and mortality rates
from weather-related natural disasters have declined dramatically
over the past century. The reasons for this are many and varied
but include increased wealth, better building materials, and more
reliable warning systems. While the economic damage done by
such events has risen, the main reason for this is that wealth has
increased both in aggregate and on average. Goklany shows that
as a proportion of total wealth in the USA, the impact of extreme
weather events has remained largely constant over the past
century.
In sum, if we are concerned about the impact of gradual
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climate change, then we should focus on policies that can reduce
the harms people face today that might be made worse in the
future. Creating an environment in which economic development
can take place seems in general the best form of insurance, since
it will enable people who are currently at the whim of the weather
to diversify their economic activities and thereby become more
robust in the face of all manner of future challenges.
As Southgate and Songhen point out, reducing government
control over land and water resources would enable people better
to identify ways of managing those resources in sustainable
ways. Removing subsidies and other interventions that provide
incentives for the use of flood plains for building also seems
sensible. Meanwhile, specific policies aimed at reducing exposure
to various pathogens and other causes of ill health may be desirable – but for the most part these would take the form of removing
perverse interventions and providing an enabling environment for
positive interventions to occur.
How should society address the threat of catastrophe?

Adaptation may well be the most cost-effective option for
addressing gradual, mostly benign, AGW. But what happens if the
warming is neither gradual nor benign? Various extreme scenarios
have been envisaged, from a climate flip (a sudden switch into an
ice age resulting from feedback effects following a substantial rise
in temperature), to runaway warming (resulting from the release
of methane stores beneath frozen peat bogs, the drying and consequent burning of subtropical rainforests, and other factors). How
should humanity address such threats?
First, it is worth bearing in mind that climate change is only
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one of many potential catastrophes awaiting humanity. Others
include an asteroid impact and the eruption of a supervolcano
(NASA, 2007; Sparks et al., 2005). Such catastrophic events
could end all human life. Potentially, all of humanity’s available
resources could be diverted to attempts to counter these threats.
The problem is that in so doing, nothing would be left to address
more mundane problems, such as providing clean water, food and
shelter.
Taking a less extreme case, some resources could be set aside
to address possible catastrophes. Then there would simply be
fewer resources available to invest in other activities. Clearly, when
making decisions about addressing potential future threats, it is
necessary to identify such trade-offs and prioritise our actions
accordingly.
In the case of potentially catastrophic but highly uncertain
climate change (no probability can be assigned because of the
chaotic nature of the climate), it seems reasonable to divert a
small proportion of investible resources into measures that could
reduce the likelihood of such a catastrophe materialising. But how
much and into what measures?
Most policy analysts focus primarily on one ‘solution’:
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. But it is not clear that this
is the optimal solution. Let us think it through. If rich countries
reduce emissions by, say, 5 per cent below 1990 levels – i.e. the
Kyoto Protocol commitment but continued indefinitely – this
might cost us somewhere between $50 billion and $500 billion a
year. Yet, as noted earlier, the impact would be to delay warming
by only a few years. Meanwhile, it seems plausible that at some
point in the coming century, a dreaded ‘tipping point’ might
still be passed beyond which catastrophe becomes inevitable;
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the investment in reducing emissions might delay the onset of
the catastrophe by a few years but on its own that would seem to
have little real merit. In other words, as the Civil Society Report
points out, ‘we might end up blowing a trillion dollars and still
find ourselves without a planet’.
Meanwhile, if governments took more drastic action to hinder
emissions – for example, globally cutting emissions to 20 per cent
below 1990 levels by 2020 and keeping them there – the probability
of climate catastrophe might be reduced, but only by massively
increasingly the likelihood of global economic catastrophe. Indeed,
it seems plausible that beyond an economic catastrophe, a global
war might result, with those countries seeking to impose carbon
constraints fighting with other countries whose populaces refuse
to accept such limitations being imposed upon them.
In that light, carbon control per se does not seem like a very
smart solution, which is why some analysts have been looking for
more acceptable alternatives. Specifically, geoengineering is now
being taken seriously as an alternative way of addressing climate
catastrophe, should the threat become concrete (Cicerone, 2006;
Barrett, 2008). In particular, various relatively low-cost options for
either sequestering carbon or reducing incoming solar radiation
have been suggested. For example, fertilising the oceans with iron
chelate or nitrogen might increase production of plankton, which
would absorb carbon dioxide (Markels and Barber, 2001; Boyd,
2004). Meanwhile, firing sulphur into the stratosphere or sending
mirrors into space could reduce incoming UV radiation (Crutzen,
2006; NAS, 1991, for mirrors).
These proposals are still speculative and the examples are
included here only for illustrative purposes – but they give a
sense of what might be possible. Geoengineering technologies
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are still in their infancy. Much work needs to be done to understand better how they would work and what consequences (both
beneficial and adverse) they might have. As to negative impacts,
Wigley (2006: 452) points out that the natural experiment represented by the eruption of Mount Pinatubo, which reduced global
mean temperatures by around 0.5°C for over a year, did not ‘seriously disrupt the climate system’, so emitting similar amounts
of sulphur artificially should present ‘minimal climate risks’.
Certainly, geoengineering seems to offer a plausible solution to
the possibility of climate catastrophe in a way that attempting to
reduce carbon emissions simply does not.
Geoengineering would, however, not be free. Moreover, as
with other interventions, it is possible to spend either a great
deal or not very much at all. So, how much does it make sense to
spend?
Crutzen (2006) cites estimates putting the cost of placing sufficient sulphur into the stratosphere to prevent further warming
at between $25 and $50 billion per annum. Others suggest the
figure would be closer to $5–$10 billion (Nordhaus, 1994), while
one group suggests costs as low as $1 billion (Teller et al., 2003).
Even if the cost of preventing catastrophic climate change through
geoengineering turns out to be as much as $50 billion/year, that
still compares very favourably with many estimates of the cost of
the – largely ineffective – Kyoto Protocol.
Note, however, that it is not necessary to begin firing sulphur
into the stratosphere just yet, since there is little reason to think
that we are close to a tipping point. Also, we may discover that
shooting sulphur into the stratosphere is not a very good idea,
either because it turns out to have some really bad adverse consequences or because it is more expensive than other options. What
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does make sense today is to invest in improving our knowledge
of the climate system and in developing potential geoengineering
systems (Cicerone, 2006). This is similar to the argument for
investing in better monitoring of asteroids and in developing technologies that might one day be used to save us from an asteroid
impact.
If it is agreed that some investment should be made in
geoengineering, both theory and evidence suggest that such
development should be carried out by the private sector, regardless of who funds it (we shall come to the funding below). This
is simply because private parties would have stronger incentives
to identify the most cost-effective schemes than would governments. Consider the analogous case of developing medicines:
the private sector has been responsible for developing nearly all
the medicines currently in production; by contrast, government
investments in the development of medicines have for the most
part failed (Morris et al., 2001).
Another important reason for proposing that the development
of geoengineering schemes be kept in the private sector – and not
directly subsidised – is that by so doing the potential for serious
negative consequences is reduced. When government tries to
pick winners, it often fails to take into account the negative effects
(direct and indirect) of its actions. Perhaps the most spectacular
example of this is the diversion – at the behest of the Supreme
Soviet – of the rivers running into the Aral Sea. The original
reason for the diversion was to irrigate land to grow cotton. This
did result in a temporary increase in cotton production, but soon
the land became salinified and production stagnated. Meanwhile,
the Aral Sea shrank, with much of the delta drying up, devastating
local wildlife and fisheries (FAO, 1998).
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By contrast, private sector investments tend to be more
cautious and carried out with greater concern for the potential
negative impacts. This is especially true in countries that have
well-functioning systems of private property rights, because
property owners engaging in experiments may be held liable
for the negative consequences of their actions on other property
owners (Morris, 2003).
Why would the private sector make such an investment? For
some, it may be an act of pure philanthropy. Bill Gates and Warren
Buffett have committed tens of billions of dollars to philanthropic
ventures focused on addressing today’s most pressing problems.
A new generation of entrepreneurs, such as Jeff Skoll (eBay),
Larry Page and Sergey Brin (Google), are investing some of their
fortunes in projects relating to climate change. Richard Branson
(Virgin), too, has set his philanthropic store by climate change.
If these philanthropists really believe climate change poses an
existential or at least potentially catastrophic threat to humanity,
they might do well to ensure that their portfolio of climate change
investments includes a geoengineering component.
But it need not be pure philanthropy. Some schemes might
become essentially self-financing – even profitable. For example,
Michael Markels’s proposal to extract carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere by fertilising the oceans would potentially increase
the amount of fish and other resources (Markels and Barber,
2001). If it were possible to own the rights to the resources thereby
produced, some or all of the investment could be recaptured.
Another factor could be the prospect of the issuers of or
counterparties to climate-related insurance or bonds utilising
geoengineering schemes as a means of mitigating their potential losses. Suppose that a finance company, we’ll call it Climate
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Speculation Inc. (CSI), has issued a bond that matures on the
occurrence of a catastrophic loss associated with AGW. Now, CSI
will have an interest in preventing that bond from maturing, so
might invest in the development of geoengineering scheme(s).
Even if it does not invest in the development of such schemes, it
would likely have an interest in using them should the prospect
of the catastrophic loss become real – so the mere existence of CSI
should incentivise private sector investments in geoengineering.
Another reason investors might invest in the development
of geoengineering scheme(s) is the prospect that, at some point
in the future, government(s) might purchase their scheme. One
way that such a prospect could be made credible would be for
government(s) to establish one or more climate catastrophe
funds, which, upon a specified set of criteria linked to approaching
climate catastrophe (e.g. Lenton et al., 2008), would be used to
purchase proven geoengineering projects that could avert the
catastrophe(s).
To the extent that the threat of catastrophe is a result of
human emissions of various greenhouse gases, the ethically desirable solution might arguably be for the individuals and businesses
emitting such gases to pay in proportion to their emissions.2 In
practice, this may be difficult to achieve, since it would entail
monitoring the emissions of over six billion people, including all
their agricultural and industrial activities.

2
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If we were to look at this from the perspective of standard welfare economics,
we could also add that in the face of uncertainty over future benefits and in the
context of a relatively steep short-run marginal social cost curve, there is a prima
facie case for charging for, rather than imposing a cap on, emissions.
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A proposal

There is now a pressing demand in rich countries to ‘do something’ about climate change. Moreover, the policy idea that is
most widely discussed is the imposition of caps on emissions of
greenhouse gases. This is worrying because there is a potential for
very substantial harm to be done through the imposition of such
caps, while the likelihood of equivalent or greater benefit is small.
We have already seen enormous damage as a result of the attempt
to implement the Kyoto Protocol, which sought to impose a very
modest cap on industrial-country emissions. A tighter cap could
be catastrophic, especially given the likely knock-on effects of
trade sanctions and industry-specific initiatives that seem inevit
able once the horse trading begins in legislatures.
So, here is a proposal. Burning carbon-based fuels and making
cement currently account for the majority of the approximately
eight gigatons of carbon dioxide emissions humans emit into the
atmosphere (Marland et al., 2007). If a tax of $1 were applied to
each ton of emissions that would raise approximately US$8 billion
per year.3 If only emissions in wealthy countries were taxed, the
3

Environmental economists argue that the tax should be levied at a rate equal to
the marginal social cost of carbon at the point where the marginal cost equals the
marginal benefit. In practice, uncertainties over both costs and benefits make
precise calculation of this figure impossible. Nevertheless, economists have attempted to provide estimates. Tol (2005) analysed many of these estimates and
found that the mean was $16/tC, the median was $7/tC and the mode was $2/
tC. When he recalculated the estimates for different discount rates and various
probabilistic models (to account for different ways of analysing the potential for
catastrophe), he found a ‘certainty equivalent’ price of $25/tC (assuming a pure
rate of time preference of 3 per cent) (Tol, 2007). Tol’s estimates assume, however, that the only way to reduce the likelihood of catastrophic warming is to reduce carbon concentrations. If geoengineering is included as an option, we could
instead take the cost of implementing geoengineering as the backstop price.
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amount raised would be around US$5 billion per year.4 If some
part of such taxes were hypothecated to climate catastrophe
funds, it could be argued that they were in fact a form of insurance.5 In addition, the tax itself will raise the price of carbon-based
fuels and thereby incentivise the development of lower-carbon
fuels and other carbon-reducing technologies.
Ross McKitrick (2008) makes a convincing case that the
rate of any carbon tax should vary in proportion to the putative
harm. Specifically, he suggests a tax that would vary according
to changes in temperature in the tropical troposphere, a part of
the atmosphere that is thought to be particularly susceptible to
AGW. In order to reduce the variability of tax rates, Dr McKitrick
suggests taking a three-year moving average of those temperatures. In addition to raising revenue and promoting lower-carbon
technologies, such a tax would encourage private sector investment in climate forecasting, since companies would want to know
how high the tax is likely to be in the future, so they can calculate how much to invest in new technologies, energy efficiency
improvements, and so on.
A ‘T3 tax’, as suggested by McKitrick, set initially at $1 per
ton of carbon dioxide and applied at a national level in wealthy
4

5
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It was pointed out by an anonymous referee that the introduction of a carbon
tax in wealthy countries would result in a shift in production of energy-intensive
goods to poorer countries. This is no doubt true at the margin. If the carbon tax
rate is kept low, however, the proportion of businesses that relocate purely on the
basis of the tax is likely to be small.
A question inevitably arises as to what should happen to the funds if no climate
catastrophe arises within a reasonable time frame (e.g. twenty years) and it becomes clear that none is likely ever to occur. In that case, the funds could be
diverted – for example, to paying off government debt. This is a good enough reason in itself to keep such funds under the direct control of national governments
and not entrust them to some unaccountable intergovernmental bureaucracy.
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countries, would be an ideal way to raise funds to support a
combination of enhanced monitoring and modelling of the
climate and investments in geoengineering. The tax could be
varied so that if the warming in the tropical troposphere indicated
that temperatures were approaching a tipping point, the rate
would increase – thereby providing more money for the catastrophe funds. It also seems likely that if temperatures really did
rise dramatically, poorer countries might also introduce their own
carbon taxes and catastrophe funds, thereby reducing the likelihood that industries would be substantially diverted in order to
avoid paying the carbon tax. Of course, if the temperature at the
tropical troposphere fell, then the tax rate would fall.
Conclusions

I have argued that the relationship between human emissions of
greenhouse gases (GHGs) and global warming remains uncertain.
Plausibly, increased emissions of GHGs during the 21st century
will lead to mild warming – of perhaps 1–3° Celsius. To the extent
that this warming occurs gradually, the best strategy is likely to be
adaptation. The appropriate policy response under such circumstances is to reduce barriers to adaptation, such as regulatory
restrictions and taxes that inhibit the free flow of information and
thereby prevent entrepreneurs from identifying and seeking to fill
market niches.
There remains a possibility, however, that more catastrophic
warming might occur. Given the difficulty and cost of attempting
to reduce emissions on a global scale, one strategy to address
this remote catastrophic risk is to invest in geoengineering.
Such investments would ideally come from the private sector,
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motivated either by philanthropy or the potential for profit – or
some combination of the two.
To the extent that there is a role for government to ‘insure’
against catastrophe, it is proposed that some individual national
governments might introduce small taxes on carbon-based
energies. Such taxes might be linked to the temperature at the
tropical troposphere, or some other (set of) leading indicators of
potential catastrophe. If the leading indicators show strongly that
a catastrophe is imminent, the funds thereby obtained could then
be used to pay for geoengineering. Such taxes would also provide
modest incentives to develop and use lower-carbon energy technologies. As noted, the geoengineering solutions discussed in this
chapter are not intended to be specific recommendations to be
adopted if a tipping point is reached: rather, they are indications
of the sort of solutions that might be possible. Indeed, if history
is a guide, it is likely that in the future new, as yet unknown,
technologies will offer superior, less costly ways of addressing
whatever problems materialise. So, while vigilance is essential and
research into potential solutions desirable, the primary response
should remain ‘wait and see’. Note also that this policy proposal
is not intended to be somehow ‘optimal’. Given the institutional
constraints on implementing any proposal for addressing such
a complex issue, it would be folly indeed to pretend otherwise.
Instead, the proposal is put forward as one that is both politically
feasible and economically viable.
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